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Technology gives us physical access to a wealth of information. However, the 
information housed on servers throughout the globe and in software and print 
resources is so abundant that finding what one needs is a daunting task. Information 
literacy has the duty to put that information to good use. 
CyberC is a web-based interactive multimedia learning package sy tern 
developed for anyone whom is interested in learning knowledge on C programming. 
CyberC is designed to create an information rich environment of education re ourc 
which can be obtained at any time and from any place to ave the u er ' time. 
Lessons and quizzes will be laid out to offer u er intcra tivc multim dia 
learning experience. Besides these, there will be games and m re fun cl mcnt t 
allow users to have an enjoyable time. 
Rapid Application Development Model i u cd to develop CyberC. Thi, 
model emphasizes on prototyping loops which will means iterative proce to n ure 
best quality product. The development tools include Macromedia Dreamweav r MX 
Macromedia Flash MX, JavaScript, ActionScript, ASP.NET and Mi ro oft A 
2002. 
ft is hoped that CyberC will be able to promote u ers interest toward C 
programming, which is powerful and useful. Various appr aches ar implemented in 
CyberC to ensure maximum knowledge Ifered and available. After all learning 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
No doubt the internet is one of the greatest inventions in this technology-driven 
era. Most of us do not go to library as frequent a before to get tudy material . 
Information can be easily accessed with the help of Internet rather than traditional hard 
copies. Further more, the world is turning to graphical user interface that provide an 
interactive learning space for the community. Multimedia i any pre entati n that 
involves two or more media, such as text graphic r ound. ( l l
[n this Information Technology age printed urce is utdatcd and pe pie 
demand for interactivity in what they learn. hcrcf re a Pr ramming \1l rin 1 
Simulation i developed lo fully utilize the power f Inf rrnati n hnol 1 111 
education field. It is named CyberC. CyberC i a w b-ba d multimedia appli ati n 
which is informative, intere ting and entertaining. It will be d igned ~ r ith r di tan 
learning or even in the lecturer hall. Online int ra ti l amino- i alv a s th 'HS and 
efficient choice. 
CyberC provides an verview of C programming £ r tho e who ar equipped with 
little or 110 programming language e perien y t ffer th deep and rigorous treatment 
of theory and practice demanded by traditi nal C cour e . Thi i an excellent application 
for ne to understanding the ba: ics of pr gramming concept . 
ybor onruins rich .ollccti n f examples, exercise , and quizzes from various 
Il ilds to provide learners with a chance l · Ive intere: ting real-w rld pr blern . yber 










Lessons that contains in CyberC are presented in a sequence that allows the 
programmer deal with C programming language in a proper way. Step by step approach 
will ensure that they can differentiate between what they should do and what should read. 
Each lesson begins with an overview of the topic. 
In the nutshell, CyberC sets ·1 comfortable and effective learning pace. Be ide 
that, it also provides rapid and efficient way in learning C programming language. With 
CyberC, time and money wouldn't waste as it can be acce anywhere anytime without 
any printed resources required. 
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
Our life is getting better with the invention of techn logy. The urrcnt Tl i , tat .d as 
[nformation Age. Therefore, internet i become part and par el f ur life. 
The objectives that aim to achieve for thi p cific m dule ar a foll v ing: 
• Deliver interactive learning over the borderless geographical location 
In the new generation, printed ource i outdat d and p pl " nt interactivity in 
what they learn on the pot. Multim dia pr entation will not wear out their 
patience. In addition, there is no nece ity to go to library to search for books with 
the helps of c rnputers; it ea c the eff rt l btain information for learning C 
Pro trarnminn. There!' re, time saving and extra-time can used to learn other 
thin is. It .reutes a spa .e where learnin can be a reality at anywhere and 









• Build the interest within users themselves so that they are more than willing 
to learn C Programming Language 
Interest can be developing with the user friendly interface and the help of audio 
visual. CyberC provides an interactive learning space. It also encourage people to 
study effectively as it is well proven non interactive learning medium are le 
attractive. 
• Increase the quality of C learning and the usability of 
language 
Programming 
With the interest that builds in the learner toward. pro rrarurnina lan iuaa ', 
indirectly, it can increa e the quality of C Pr gramming languag and it usubilit . 
Therefore, they can fully utilized the p wer f pr grammin )' language an I 
enhance their selves by learning other high l languag . Thi 
quality programmers in ur oci ty and furth r nhanc eith r th urr nt r 
inves t new Technol gy. 
• Produce computer literate user and toward ucceed of Multimedia Super 
Corridor 
mart. cho I is one [the prime pr jeci: f Multimedia Super Corridor. This is to 
.rcatc r nformul i< n and ornmunicati n Techn I gy iterary among the citizen. 
Nowadays, rhos • wh arc 1~1 · of c mputer and internet kills will not be able to 
.ornp I· for lh b ·sl jobs around an I the gaps between techn l gical "have" and 









• Provide guided self study 
Train users to be more self independent and are able to handle self study in a more 
disciplined manner. CyberC is developed to be self-contained, independent unit of 
a planned series of learning activities designed to help students to accomplish 
certain well defined objectives. Student hould become their own learning 
manager. There is a self-test to test their latest progress. CyberC focuse on the 
problem solving skills rather than ju t itting back and receiving all the 
information (spoon-fed). 
1.3 PROJECT SCOPE 
CyberC is an interactive multim dia learning for pr grarnrning langua TC hi h 
include audio and vi ual approach. This mean learner, can r ad, see and pla v ith it. 
Flashy presentations will be applied to capture I arner int r t. It an be ac 
anywhere and anytime. 
d fr rn 
1.3.1 SYSTEM SCOPE 
Basically it comprises f f ur main major e lion : Le on quizzes, exercises 
and references. 
i) Lessons 
'I his sc ·lion will pr vidc r grumrning language' information to the users and 











This section provides opportunities for the learners to test their understanding of 
the particular lesson. Immediate feedbacks to the learners are also provided. 
iii) Exercises 
Questions will be given in every lesson in the subjective format. Learner will 
applied what they learnt and have an in-depth under tanding f r every le on. 
Doing is more effective and make a stronger impact than e inz. oluti ns f 
every que tion will be provided. 
iv) References 
This section contain .. link to the other valuable re ur ~c, v cb site . hi· 
provide learner with more reference in pr gramming languag . 
1.3.2 USER SCOPE 
CyberC is uitable for any ne wh inter t d in I arrung Programming 
Language and it is recommended f r people ag d 15 and abo e. From the survey that 
carried out and informal interview mo t of the people uggest that C Programming 
anguagc should inclu le in rm Three yllabu be au, e nowadays Form One students 
arc lcarnin r a 'C maker while · rm Tw student. are learning HTML. With their 
knowledge in .omputcr, thcr .Iore, ii is suitable t learn pr gramrning Language in 









level because if one have the knowledge before enter university, other high level 
languages can be learned to equip one for future job. 
There are three intended categories of users for CyberC. There are: 
• Non programmers who want to learn C programming language. 
• Programmers who do not know C programming language. 
• C Programmers who want to polish their C kill . 
1.4 PROJECT MOTIVATION 
Computer data proces ing is controlled by a, t of in tru ti n . The. e in tru ti n, 
form computer programs. mputer program ui le th' ' mputcr thr ll h rd 'rl sets f 
actions specified by computer programmers with ari u pr grarnrning lun )UH is. 
Therefore, programming language a, i l 111 ommuni ati n b tv e in pc pl' and 
computer. [ l] 
C is a very essential programming languag . On an pr d t anvv her \I ith 
C Programming knowledge. With the ba i kno I dg f pr gramming n 1 m re 
than prepared for any other high level languag hall ng mantics of all 
language, are alrno t imilar. 
Human thrive on multiple input. Re earche have long recognized that human will 
remember well when they cl il them elve rather than ju l ee and bear it. Multimedia 
learning provides interactive .huractcris tic. In an interactive multimedia, users can 
cho sc their own path throu h ul the prescntati n. The interactive dimension makes 
I .uruin r ·x ·i1i11' and Iiv ·ly. 8 •rs will determine the presentati n fl w rather than sitting 









learning for C, users learn more within the shortest possible time. The current multimedia 
learning for C that is available on the Internet is required a payment in order to user the 
system. Those available that free of charge are in plain texts without multimedia 
elements. With CyberC, users can enjoy interactive multimedia learning for C freely 
without any constraint and thi will improve u er ' cornprehen ion and retention in C 
rather than learning from the books. [ l] 
The increasing number of users connected to the internet everyday ha make 
CyberC a web based application. Web application education w uld t tall take ver 
searching material in the 1 ibrary. 
Users will benefit through more interc: ting 1 son, and zrcat r rct 'nti n of th' 
material presented in 
programming language. 
u r ' interc t in l .arnin 1 
1.5 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
CyberC would ca e in the 1 arning C Programming languag . Utilizing the 
internet enable users to acce the application r gardle l cation and tim . Therefore it 
will be flexible and indirectly . aving lime and m ney. ln another hand it will helps in 
understanding C programming language eff ctively without any doubt. Learning through 
audio visual effect ism re efficient than printer. urce . 
ybcr will be a way m ving t ward. . marl ch I. It will replace ordinary 
classr om to cyber lassr om and study material will be running n computer. It will also 









syllabus and they can spend more time with students' problems and other study matter. 
Students are always trained to be more independent. 
Besides that, CyberC will prepare one for a new languages challenge. Learning in 
another programming language isn't a problem with a C knowledge. 
An interactive multimedia learning tool like CyberC will encourage tudents to be 
more enthusiastic in learning C Programming Language. Therefore, CyberC i believed 
to be able to contribute towards the development of the community. 
1.6 PROJECT LIMITATIONS 
Nothing is perfect so a, CyberC. There are some lirnitati n in th' appli .ati n s, 
~ Limited Timeline 
The time that available to develop Cyber 
g High cost 
[t needs high proce sor peed, mem ry di k - pa and data thr ugh put. her f r 
limited whi h is L 10 da , . 
this leads to high cost. 
g Slow 
Multimedia element. like ound, image or animation need higher bandwidth than 











In developing the application, the following series of activities will be carried out. 
0 Preliminary Investigation 
• Literature Review 
• System Requirements Analysis 
• System Analysis 
0 System Design 
• System Implementation 
• Evaluation and Testing 
• Documentation 
The figure below represents the project schedule of CyberC. 
ID Ta'* NalT16 Sled Finsh OUll/lllt 
1 Prelm~aiy ilriesligallon Ph11se 8123/2003 7/f}.003 2w 
2 Umture Rlliew 712ilJJ3 7f1212003 3w 
3 Sysl1!J1l R~i'ements ~a~s 7121J1f1i3 &'14/2003 31.v 
' S,.AnaltS!s &114/2003 12J.411iJ3 18.2w 
5 SysttmDesVi ~/'1003 12131/'1003 17w 
6 Systtm in1i/emenl81Xil 9/1rr.!003 112m4 182w 
7 EvalJlllO! and Tesllng 9119/2003 fllJ/2004 182w 
B Oocume!lla!ion m2003 1121'2004 ltw 











Chapter l introduces the project in general view and the rationale of the project. It 
consists of definitions of the proposed project, parties that should be taken into 
consideration in making the project success, its objectives, expected outcome and its 
scopes. The proposed project research and development will take 8 month to complete. 
The whole project development started early of July 2003 and will follow a serie of 
development activities in the development proce s. Serie of activitie are being mat hed 
with their corresponding development stage of oftware devel pment cy le. There is a 





















CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE REVIEW 
A literature review is an evaluative report of information found in the literature 
related to once selected area of study. The literature mean the works you con ulted in 
order to understand and investigate the re earch problem. The review include d cribe 
summarize, evaluate and clarify the literature. The activitie in this tage are fact 
finding, summarizing, analy i and ynthe is of the feature and modules that the future 
system built will have. It give a theoretical ba e for the re. earch and help t determine 
the nature of the research. [2] 
A literature review is more than the re ear h f r inf rrnati n and is b • nd 
being a descriptive annotated bibliography. It purpo e i n ey t th r ader hut 
knowledge and idea have been established on a topi and what their tr n ths and 
weaknesses are. [3] 
The objective of writing literature review are 
• Information seeking : the ability to can the lit r tur ffi ientl using 
manual or computerized method to identify a et of u eful articles and books. 
• ritical appraisal : the ability I. apply principle of analysis and to identify 
unbiased and valid, tudicd. 
• ystern understandin : nsure a better under landing of the system that will be 










2.2 DOMAIN STUDIES 
This chapter describes the concept and the definition of multimedia learning of C 
programming in web base. Besides that, it contains all the research on existing systems 
that has been done. This is to extract useful and accurate contents and features for the 
system to be developed. 
2.3 INTERNET 
2.3.l AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET 
Internet stands for inter-network. The internet is a gl bal ornputers netw rk with 
an estimated of LOO million users worldwide. A rdin t on' tirnat ', 111 re than 
300,000 new web pages appear every seven day and the t ta! am unt f informati n 
available on thi worldwide network double every year. Th internet i th' first mass 
medium that involves computers and u e digitiz d data. It th fir t trul d m crati 
mass medium. [5] 
Internet is linking local area network (LAN) int a huge di tan - nqu ring 
network. In this network, every connected computer an dir tly ex hang data with any 
other computers on the netw rk. One i able t mmuni ate with any others computer 
which support Transmission C ntrol Pr l col/Internet Protocol. One can connected to the 
network when the c mputer used ha a modem and a phone line. The LANs and 
• 1111 utcrs .an nested t the internet arc maintained y large organizations such as 
corporations and universities, us well as by internet service providers (I P ), who sell 









2.3.2 THE INTERNET HISTORY 
During the Cold War in the mid of 1960's, it become apparent that there was a 
need for a bombproof communications system. A concept was devised to link computers 
together throughout the country. With the system, mo t of the section in the country 
could be nuked and messages could still get through. [6] 
The internet was first envisioned by MIT scientist J. C.R. Licklider idea of a 
galactic network, which led to 1960s-era work on packet witching theory at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).The internet i al o ba ed n . tudi , at a 
private sector military think tank, California-ha ed Rand rp ration that called f r the 
construction of a military network that uld nrinuc fun 'lion C 11 if incrni 'S 
knocked out portions of the network. Rank r archer had ind 'P endcntl 
a packet switching network offered the best han c of survivability in wartim '. Under the 
leadership of Lawrence G. Roberts at Defense Advan d Re carch Pr j gen y 
(DARPA), these researches formulated the p ificati n for th R ar h 
Projects Agency Network ARPAN T. In l9 8, th agen r qu t d bid f r 
development work. [6) 
ARPANET went online in September l96 and conn ted four computers located 
in California and Utah. ARPANET became an international network in 1973.By 1981, 
ARPANET c nncctcd 21 c rnputers. y 19 4, it connected 1000 computers and by 
1< 87, this l'i ure hud risen lo 10, 000. l6J 
l Iowcvcr, /\RP AN f• was a test bed f dew! prnent platform for packet 
swit .hinu I~ .hnclo )y, 1 h ori 'in I\ PAN pr l c Is h: d many deficiencies. 









shortcomings, they created the Internet protocols that are now use throughout the world. 
On January 1, 1983, the Internet protocols went online for the first time. By the late 
1990s, the internet was on its way to becoming a new mass medium of global 
proportions. [6] 
2.4 WORLD WIDE WEB 
The World Wide Web is a global hypertext y tern implemented n the internet. 
Hypertext provides an intuitive, 'fun way of brow ing through inf rrnati n. ln a hypertext 
document, certain words, called hyperlinks, are underlined r therwi e hizhli rhted. 
When u ers click a hyperlink with the mou , the web Ii 'Ill 'all id brov s r r ·tri • ._ 
and displays the document a sociated with that hyperlink. Thi rctri 'S and displa , 
World Wide Web is a group of network of informati n r ur , in intern t. Inf rrnati n 
can be access by using web internet u h a Intern t xpl r r and N t ap 
Communicator. 
The World Wide Web all w computer u r t 1 cat and i \l er th Int met 
multimedia-based documents (for an ampl d um nt with t , t graphics, 
animations, audios and video ) on aim . t any ubj ct. 
According to Computime New Strait Time , 1 February 1999, there are 320 











Multimedia is the seamless integration of text, sound, images of all kinds and 
control software within a single digital information environment" 
- Tony Feldman, Multimedia Consultant 
The implementation of multimedia capabilities in computers i ju t the latest 
episode in a long series: cave painting, hand-crafted manu cript , the printing pre 
radio and television ... These advances reflect the innate desir of man to creat out! its 
for creative expression, to use technolo :ry and ima ination to ain ntpow rment and 
freedom of ideas" 
- Glen Ochsenreiter, Director Multimedia P un ii [ l 
2.5.l AN INTRODUCTION TO MULTIMEDIA 
Multimedia is a presentation that involve any 
following element : text, image, ound, p ch, vid 
mediums are digitally c ntrolled by a comput r. [7] 
Multimedia enhance the inf rmation for 
mbinati n f tv r m re f th 
and c mputer pr rams. Th s 
bett r mmunication and 
under tanding. The combinati n f und and pe ch ar u d on radio newspapers use 
a c rnbination of text and image , and televi ion combine all these elements and uses it 
to relay a mes, age to the viewer. elevi i n d e n't allow u er to assess the information 
af th 'ir own spc .d. The message is transmitted ne-way via cable or radio waves to their 
tel .vision St!IS. The user doesn't have the pli n l interact with thi · type of multimedia 










With the use of computers, the user allowed to be involved and interactive with 
the multimedia presentation. This is interactive multimedia. The user has control over the 
flow of data. Each user can follow a uniquely "personal" trail through the information. 
This dynamic interaction allows the user to perceive the information at their own speed 
and getting feedback were nece sary. [7] 
Multimedia is used in advertising, entertainment, public information training and 
education. Educational computer programs which u e multimedia and th interacti n of 
the student allows the student to ee their mi takes immediately and uide them t learn a 
concept more quickly. The student can also move at their wn peed by reviewin r 
skipping material that they are unfamiliar or familiar with. 
Multimedia enables u to imulate an environment all wing the u: er t fe 'I like 
they are actually there. 
The applications of multimedia are con tantly gr wmg. he are b rrung m r" 
domestic and millions of people ar going to b aff ct d in the way the mrnuni at" 
with one another. [7] 
2.5.2 MULTIMEDIA ON THE INTERNET 
Multimedia via lnternet i the pre entation of text graphic audio and video in an 
interactive hyperrncdia-appli ati n within a WWW br w er. Interactivity occurs via 
cyb ard, mouse and other input lcvicc . Interactivity ha, helped make the World Wide 
Web s popular. f ] Most Web page» include graphics al ng with text and many also 
off ·r irninrnlions, vid ·os and s unds. The Web navi ation method, called hypertext, 










hypermedia becomes possible. In many web pages, for instance, user can click parts of a 
graphic to access a different page. In hypermedia, media other than text becomes the 
vehicle for navigating to new material. [9] 
Since the introduction of the WWW, click able navigation introduced the concept 
of hypertext and hypermedia to many computer u ers all over the world. 
2.5.3 WHY USE MULTIMEDIA 
• Multi sensory experience: learning aids, multiple timuli 
• [nteractivity: flexible pace/manner, input/ feedback 
• Enhanced Communication: multiple avenue C r inf rrnati n .hanse 
• Memory aid: Information as ociation for knowlcdg input and rerrie al [ 1) 
2.5.4 ADVANTAGE OF MULTIMEDIA 
The following i the advantage of multimedia: 
• Co. l effective (le travel, r peat u e in tru 
• Higher quality of data trans mi ion 
• Noi: e free - 2 stale. of ignal repr ntation 
• Ease of manipulation - edit ound color, transition 









2.5.5 USAGE OF MULTIMEDIA 
Currently, multimedia is widely used in various fields: 
• Effective business communication, discussions 
(Presentation, video-conferencing) 
Marketing & Sales - electronic catalogue, shopping kio ks 
(shop directory, bookstore info search, advertising) 
• Education & Training 
• 
• Computer-based training: 
• Online multimedia learning 
• Medicine - x-ray archiving, urgcry s irnulati n ( )J 
2.5.6 PROBLEM WITH MULTIMEDIA 
• Development cost - technology, oftware hardwar kill d de igner r alt 
• Technical barriers - LAN/WAN bandwidth c mpatibl 
storage 
• Social & phy ical barriers - di turbance (work environm nt b t practice) 
• Legal pr blems - copyright, diff r nt I gal y t m mi leading info 











Interaction is based on the principle that the users decide where to go when given 
a series of options. Interaction implies the basic concept of immersion, navigation 
and manipulation. 




: User can choose to go any place in the presentati n. 
: The presentation must give different ption t intera t with 
in addition to navigation [ ] 
2.6 AN INTRODUCTION TOE-LEARNING 
In 'Campaign for Learning' the UK National Advi ory Gr up n ntinuins 
Education and Lifelong Learning ,chaired by Profe or B b ryer that 
learning is a proces of active engagement with xp ri nc . It may inv l 
skills, knowledge, under tanding, value and th capacity t retl t. Eff ti l arning 
leads to change, development and a de ire to learn rnor . [12] 
ln 196 l, the American psy ·h I gi t GA Kimble, d fin d learning a a relatively 
permanent change in a behavioral p tentially that occur a a re ult of reinforced practice. 
A definition f learning might refer l change in behavior due to practice but it would 
nc .d to isolarc oth ·r fu ·1 rs su 'h u. physical change. within and outside the learning. 
Lcarnin ~ be .orncs clfc .tivc when it is apply t their life. arning can boosts our 









E-learning is the delivery of a learning or education program by electronic means. 
E-learning involves the use of a computer or electronic device such as mobile phone in 
some way to provide educational or learning material. [13] 
E-learning can be CD-ROM based, network-based, Intranet-based or Internet- 
based. It can include text, video, audio, animation and virtual environment . It can be a 
very rich learning experience that can even surpass the level of training in a crowded 
classroom. It is self paced and hands-on learning. [ 14] 
E-learning provides fa ter learning at reduced co ts, in rea ed a c t learnin 
resources and clear accountability for all participants in the learning pr ce . Be ide 
that, it gives flexibility t the learner in term, f timings and pla c [ l 'urnin a. Ion r a, 
there is a properly configured computer.The learning can be n any l el, el cm ent iry 
school, college or corporate. It i made up of evcral comp nent . Th',' amp n ints [ 
learning are enhancing by technology. w b ba ed learning r nline learning is n f 
the components and i the fa te t growing m thod for pr iding training and du ati n. 
[15] 
E-Iearning can uffer from many of the arne pitfall a la ro m training such 










2.6.1 CATEGORIES OF E-LEARNING 
E-learning falls into four categories, from the very basic to the very advanced. The 
categories are: 
• Knowledge databases 
While not necessarily seen a actual training, the e databa e are the mo t ba ic 
form of e-learning. Knowledge databa e that on oftware ite offering indexed 
explanation and guidance for software que tion along with tep-by- tep 
instructions for performing pecifi tasks. The e are u ually mod rat / 
interactive, meaning that u ers can either type in a key word r phra , t s ar h 
the database, or make a election from an alphabetical Ii t. (l :>] 
• Online support 
Online support is also a form of e-learning and fun ti irnilar mann 'r t 
knowledge database . Online support omes in th form off rum hat r 111, 
online bulletin boards, e-mail, or liv in rant-me aging upport. Slizhtl mor 
interactive than knowledge databa nlin upport off r th pportunity for 
more specific question and an w r , a well a mor imm diate an wers. (16) 
• Asynchronous training 
This is e-lcarnin in the m re traditi nal en. e f the word. It involves self-paced 
lcarninu 'ith ·r -R M- used, Netw rk-based, Intranet-based or Internet- 
based, fl may include access l instructor thr ugh nline bulletin board , online 
dis ussion groups and e-mail. r, it may be totally serr-ccotatne wi h Jin s to 










• Synchronous training 
Synchronous training is done in real-time with a live instructor facilitating the 
training. Everyone logs in at a set time and can communicate directly with the 
instructor and with each other. Users can raise their cyber hand and even view the 
cyber whiteboard. it lasts for a set amount of time, from a single session to several 
weeks, months or even years. This type of training usually takes place via Internet 
Web sites, audio or video-conferencing, Internet telephony, or even two-way live 
broadcasts to students in a classroom. [16] 
2.6.2 BENEFITS OF E-LEARNING 
Benefits 
networks and high speed desktop will made e-learnmg 
,_ 
.Just-jn .. time 11 • NH Web-based products allow instructors to update lessons and 
Description 
Anywhere, anytime, The growth of the World Wide Web, high capacity corporate 
anyone 
available to people 24 hours a day, seven days a week around 
the globe. This makes e-learning convenient for students since 
they can at any time and any place. 
Substantial cost and E-leamfag eliminates the need for students to travel to pecific 
time savings locations for the purpose of education. According to Training 
Magazine, corporate save between 50%- 70% when replacing 
instructor-led training with electronic content delivery. This 
brings about savings on the time and cost of travel that would 










interactivity among interactive exerci e . Cognitive I arning lead, t ettcr 
Higher retention of in .c they can cust rnize the learning material to their own 
content through 11 .cds, students have m re contr l ver their learning process 
pcrsonullz ·d irncl .an bcucr under. land the material, leading t a 60% faster 






materials across the entire network instantly. This keeps 
content fresh and consistent and gives students immediate 
access to the most current data. Information can be retrieved 
just before it is required, rather than being learned once in a 
classroom and subsequently forgotten. Training Magazine 
reported that technology-based training ha proven to have a 
50%-60% better consistency of learning than traditional 
clas room learning. 
E-learning allow different learning tyles of different 
gnitive learnin rhr u h a ari ·ty f 
understanding and recall of kn wledge. -I arning enables 
tronger and more meaningful c llab rati 
one-to-many and many-to-one ba i in ol ing tud nt and 
teacher . Study found that nlin tudent had m r p r 
contact with others in the la njoy d it m r , p nt more 
time n cla work under tood the material better and 
performed on average 20% better than students who were 














Students taking an online course enter a risk free environment 
in which they can try new things and make mistakes without 
exposing themselves. This characteri tic i particularly 
valuable when trying to learn soft kill , uch a leader hip and 
decision making. A good learning pr gram how the 
consequences of student action and where and why they 
average content retention rate for an instructor-led class is only 
58%, the more intensive e-learning experience enhances the 
retention rate by 25%-60%. 
went wrong. After a failure, stud .nts an ba k and tr 
again. This type of learning e 'P ricn c liminate th' 
embarras ment f failure in front fa group. 
Self-paced 
Content 
An individual may pr 
information i fully cornpr h nd d. Stud nts an on rt 
inf rmation t kn wledg n th ir wn tim tabl 
therefore reducing the po ibilit for mi interpr tations. 
Allows lcnrning to -learnin 7 c urscs are constituted bjects", 
be broken down into which all w learning t be divided int discrete learning units. 
Career Oriented E-learner acquire kill required in the job market. Thus, 
jo seeker. get job quickly, while employed students get 









units This is in sharp contrast to conventional learning where 
students are forced to take up complete courses even if they 
require to learn only selected components of the course. 
Cross platform Online education is accessible by Windows Macintosh and 
Unix users. 
Table 2.1 Benefits of E-learnmg [ 16] and [ 17] 
2.7 C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
C is a general purpose language that i not tied t any operating y tern and 
computer. C programming language wa r at d by syst ems r rarnm 'r 
in the early of 1970s. It i the programming languag that wa us d to de 'I p UNI 
operating system at Bell Laboratorie . 
C programming language is a high level language whi h all w programmer t 
write instructions that look almo t like Engli hand c ntain comm nl us d math mati al 
notations. Therefore, it i relatively to learn. C wa: originally intended t b us d f r 
system programming and writing operating y tern and c mpil r . 
C is a hardware-independent and n t pecializ d to any particular area of 
applicati n; applications written in C can run with little or no modifications of a wide 
range of different c mputer y tern . Input and utput are not part of the programming 
Ian aua c but am provided by the library Iuncti n and the computer perating system. 
is a basi rogrurnmtn language. is m re widely use today. Some of the 










• Automatic Teller Machine 
• Computer games 
• Device drivers [11] 
2. 7.1 THE HISTORY OF C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
C evolved from two previou languages, BCPL and B. BCPL wa developed in 
1967 by Martin Richards a a language for writing operating sy tem oftware and 
compilers. Ken Thompson modeled many features in hi, Ian uagc B after their 
counterparts in BCPL and used B in 1970 to create early ver i ns in UNI 
system at Bell Laboratories on a DEC PDP-7 c mputer. B th B PL and B w 're t pc l iss 
languages. Every data item occupied one word in m m ry and the burden r t pin, 
variables fell on the shoulders of the programmer. 
The C language was evolved from B by Deni Ritchie at Bell Laboratori > and 
was originally implemented on a DEC PDP- l 1 comput r in 197 -· u , man f th 
important concept of BCPL and B while adding data typing and th r p v rful f atures. 
C initially became widely known a the development language of the UNIX operating 
system. 
By the late 1970s, had evolved into what i now referred to as 'traditional C". 
The publication in 1 78 f Kerni han and Ritchie' b k, The Programming Language, 
brought wide aucnti 11 l the language. Thi publican n became one of the most 










2.8 CURRENT AVAILABLE SERVICES 
Study had been done on various existing C learning packages. It includes CD- 
ROM based and Web-based. 
2.8.1 CD-ROM BASED 
a) C & C++ Multimedia Cyber Classroom 










About the Course 
The Main Interface Contents: 
Table of Contents: 
._ Provide the list of topics that available in the training course with linking to the 
particular topic. 
About Authors : 
Introduce the authors, about their qualification and advice. 
Introduction : 
A multimedia presentation using window media player t provide a general idea 
about C++ interactive training cour e, the ylla us c vered in the trainin urt , 
and how to navigate through the training course. 
Course's Features: 
Objectives of every topic are giv n to provide a g n ral idea about th t pi . 
Code example is given in every topic, 
Code example can be compiled with ut u ing another ofrware and this make a 
clearer view to the user about the output of the code example. 
Code example can be saving into another location. 
xplanation line by line f the code example is given by the authors. 
Provide common err r in every t pies 
Pr vide rood practi cs in every l pies 
sxcr 'is ·s an I lab questi n are pr vided in vari u .types. 











Provide text search 
4ii Index content is provided 




Opinion About the Training Course 
Praises: 
Integrate C++ compiler in the training cour e. 
Help file are given. 
Objective are providing in every chapter. 
Critics: 
The course is not in a foll screen window. 
New window i open when ever clicking a link and this end up with a lot of 
windows opened in the de ktop. 









2.8.2 WEB BASED 
a) GurukulOnline Learning Solution (Demo System) 
URL : http://www.gurukulonline.com/elearning_ introduction.asp 
Date Accessed : 23 July 2003 
Introduction to C Programming 
Lessons: 
• Gel11nq Started In C 
• Branches and Switches 
• Progr11rn Varh1bles 
• Corn11arln9 Variables 
(Access 10 the complel~ course 1s p10V1d0d 10 p Id ue rs only) 
GurukulOnline- 
Learning Solutions 
Figure 2.2 GurukulOnline e-learning in C Programming Interface 
About the web site 
The urukulOnline Learning luti n is a payable l aming center. This version is the 
demo system. It provide a lot of Learning t pie . Due to the proposed system, c 
pr ramming is ch sen for the demo pr p ed. H divided into 3 parts, beginner in C, 










Course's main contents 
• Table contents of the course. 
Exit from the course. 
Course's features 
Objective of the topic are given 
Step by step learning with picture. 
Exercises are given in several patterns after every topic to access student 
understanding about the topic. 
Answers are provided to the question and n1ul ks u1 e eval uuted fo1 lite pa1 ticulur 
topics. 
Web site's interfaces 
Easy navigation with buttons on the bottom left. 
Plain and simple. 
Opinion about the web site 
Praises: 
Every topic has objectives. 
Critics: 
It is not in a full screen window 














Date Accessed: 23 July 2003 
My Lettrnlng 
1Y~.lcu1w~ 
to HTm r 
Course Topics 
Course 'roots 
Figure 2.3 Mind Leaders Interface 
About the website: 
This is one of the free on line training courses that are available in the E-leaming center. 
However, C programming course in Edeaming center is not a free course. It cost about 











Web Site's Main Contents: 
Topics that covered in the course 




The Web Sites Features: 
Tutorials are given in a various format and answer are provided to the question in 
every topics. 
Certificate is given to the ]earner who completed the course. 
Help files to assist the user of confusion. 
The Web Site's Interface: 
• Simple background 
Uses simple pictures 
Opinion about the Web Site: 
Praises: 
Help file provided. 
Critics: 










c) C Programming Tutorial 
URL : http://plus.about.com/librar/blctut.htrn 
Date Accessed : 23 July 2003 
WHAT YOU NIED 
TO KNOW"" A u ... · 
C/C++ 
Subjects 













in this topic 
- •A._~••.! ~ 
G -·~ ~ ·.: ... ·. ·:~:-.: ;~·-: ·: .: .-_ ·.·. :··~ 
DVD Rentals 1. 0ver1~.o~o tii1e. 
I• d Free Sh1pp1ng Try Netftix De IVere '9 No Commitmcnta for FREE! 
C Programming Tutorial BUILOER•COM 
HAlOl lUllOIR <OM 
!search llullder Welcome to About.corn's free C programming tutorials. This tutorial 
features a series of lessons designed to teach you the basics of C 
programming 
Back&n>und: History of C w1d C++ 
Before You Beam: Note to Students 
Lesson 1: ll World 
Lesson 2: Variables 
Lesson 3: Constants 
Figure 2.4 C Programming Tutorial Interface 
About the website: 
Web Site's main contents 
Lessons that covered in the tutorials 
Re1ated link 
Course's features 
Tench by example 










Web site's Interface 
Links to other resources 
Plain background 
Opinion about the web site 
Praises: 
Link to other related sources. 
Explain the example line by line. 
Search engine that enable to assists users. 
Critics: 
No exercises provided. 
Background that unable to attract users' attention. 










d) C programming 
URL : http:// gd. tuwien. ac. at/languages/ c/programming-bbrown 
Date Accessed: 23 July 2003 
C Programming 
~ Copyright Brian Brown, 1984-1999. All rights reserved. 
(Mirrored@gd.tuwimac.at with kind pennirnon by the author) 
Notes I Tests I Home Pa,ge 
Topic Areas 
• Introduction 
• Declaring Variables 
• Preprocessor Statements 
• ,li.{it}y:(lCtif_Qp~'?tOJ~ 
• r1 ogrwnnung tvle 
• Keyboard Input 
• Relativn~ QQg~on 
• For and while loops 
• If. if els!', rclahon. I opemtor; 
• ::;w1~dJ.1\ .. ,1:,t: 
• .'.iuu1w .u1u 1.i1.u.11 Lt:I i1 u1Uiuu1 




Figure 2.5 Interface of C programming 
About the Web Site 





Exercises arc given 
Answers are provided to the exercises. 










Web Site's Interface 
Plain background 
Simple navigation 
Opinion about the web site 
Praises: 
Online Test is given with answers provided. 
Critics: 
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A survey was conducted m Faculty Computer Science and Information 
Technology (FCSIT). Questionnaire was distributed among 120 students which is 30% of 
425 undergraduates that currently undergoing C programming language. The total 
number of students that is presently taking C programming language subject was get 
from the FCSIT's office from Cik Aisha. The objective of this survey is to find out the 
popularity of web-based learning system among undergraduates. Here ar the que tion 
asked and the results obtained from the urvey conducted in th bracket. 
l. What do you think of C? 
a) Interesting (69) b) Moderate (48) c) Boring ( ) 
2. How do you rate C Programming language importan ? 
a) Very important (22) 
b) Important (71) 
c) Less important (l8) 
d) Not imp rtant (9) 
3. r w d you rate Programming difficultie ? 
u) "'asy to learn ( 18) 
b) Moderate (7 > 










4. How many hours you spent on C books a week? 
a)< 3 hours 
b) 3-5 hours 




5. Please check the problems that were face during process of learning C programming 
language? 
a) Insufficient study material (27) 
b) Lack of quality lecturers (49) 
c) Insufficient information from reference ( l) 
d) Scope of studies irrelevant to daily application (5 ) 
e) Lack of practical exerci es (74) 
e) Others (0) 
6. Which i the be t source for C Programming language? 
a) Online websites (59) 
b) Lecturers (21) 
c) Books (30) 
d) Peers (I 0) 
7. I low would y u rule doing intern tivc quiz on programming language? 
a) uses m »noriza! ion (71) 










d) A waste of time 
(67) 
(10) 
8. Do you think having an open discussion on C topics on the Internet is worthwhile? 
a) Yes (79) b) No (41) 
9. What age do you think is recommended for someone to start learning C Programming 
Language? 
a) 12-14 (3) 
b)15-18 (62) 
c) 19-21 (42) 
d) 21 and above ( 13) 
Information gained from the survey is as follow: 
Problems that face during learning C programming Language: 
Insufficient study 
Lack of practl cal 
Lack of quality 
Others 
Scope of studied 
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Chart 2.1 Problems faced during learning C 
From the results, there are 62% of undergraduates that fuce problems of lack of 
practical exercises, 47% found that scope of the studies irrelevant to daily applications 
41% said ihai lack of qualities lecturers that can transfer better information about C to 
them, 26% Jack of information from reference although that is a reference book and on! 
23% stating lack of study material. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the major problem face by undergraduates 
<luring learning C programming language is lack of practical exercises. In order to 
overcome this problem CyberC is designed with lots of quizzes and exercises to increase 












Table 2.4 Source for learning C 
From the results, I found that undergraduates of FCSlT that are currently taking C 
programming language agree of using websites as a main source to learn C Programming 
Language. There are 49 .1 % of them agree to study C Programming Language through 
websites whereas 25% of them prefer learning from books. 
Besides that, there is a high percentage of students which is 65.8%, interested 
participating in an open discussion over the internet probably because they no longer tell 
pressured or threatened by the presence uf a icctu1c:1. Tlus ubu will uablc i11twJu1,;cJ 
students to participate more freely. 
In the nutshelJ, CyberC should be customized to fulfill the users requirements for 










2.11 REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
2.11.1 APPLICATION PLATFORM 
In computers, a platform is an underlying computer system on which application 
programs can run. An operating system is the program that controls all the other parts of 
a computer ystem. It includes both the hardware and the software. Most importantly, it 
allows making use of the facilities provided by the system. 
2.11.1.1 UNIX 
UNlX i an operating system. The first version or UNIX wa created in 
1969 by Kenneth Thompson and Denni Ritchie ystern engine 'rs at T's 
Bell Labs. It went through many revision and gained in popularity until L 77, 
when it was first made commercially available by I nteractive Sy tem 
Corporation. 
The UNlX operating system has three important featur · a kernel the hell and a 
file ystem. 
• The kernel, which chedule ta k and manag torag · 
• The hell which c nnecn and int rprets u er ' command calls programs 
from memory, and executes them; and 
• The tools and application that ffer additional functionality to the 










The features of UNIX are: 
• Multitasking capability 
UNIX enable computer to do several things at once. Users do not have to wait for 
one application to end before starting another one. 
• Multi-user capability 
It can take the commands of a number of users. It can run programs, access file , 
and print documents at the same time. It lets everal u er acce the ame 
document by compartmentalizing the document o that the change f ne u er 
don't override the change of another u er. 
• Portability 
It permits to move from one brand of computer to anoth r with a minimum f 
code changes. At a time when different computer line of th ame v ndor didn't 
talk to each other yet alone machine of multiple v ndor that m ant a zr at 
savings in both hardware and software upgrade . It al o meant that th op rating 
ystem could be upgraded without having th entir cu tom r's data inputted 
again. nd new ver ions I UNIX were backward compatible with older versions, 










Linux is a free Unix-type operating system originally created by 
programmer from Finland, Linus Torvalds, with the assistance of 
developers around the world. It is developed under the GNU General 
Public License. The source code for Linux is freely available to everyone. 
[20] 
The features of Linux are: 
• Linux is network-friendly. 
Linux has excellent networking facilities: all wmg user to, har PUs, 
share modems and others. Linux is an ideal environment to run crver 
such as a web server (e.g. Apache), or an FTP erver. One f th' maj r 
litmu tests of the quality and utility of a mod rn perating y t m i h w 
well it network . Since Linux wa developed by a team of pr gram mer 
over the Internet, it netw rking feature, wer giv n high pri rit . Linu 
is capable of acting as client and/or erv r to any of the popular operating 
systems in use today and is quite capable of being used to run Internet 
Service Provider . Linux upports most of the major protocols, and quite a 
few I the min r nc . upp rt for Internet Novell, Windows, and 
Applctalk networking have been part f the Linux kernel for some time 
now. With support f r irnplc Netw rk Management Protocol and other 








serving large networks. Finally, all these networking options will run quite 
acceptably on minimal hardware configurations. 
• Commercial software is available for Linux. 
Commercial software is available for Linux if users' needs aren't satisfied 
by the free software. 
• Linux is easily (and cheaply, and quickly) upgraded. 
After any length of time a typical installation of Window and oftware 
gets into a complete me s. Often the only way to clear out all the debri i 
to reformat the hard disk and tart again. Linux however, i much better 
for mainlaining the system. Major upgrade to c mrnercial pcratin 
systems come very slowly. The major distribution of Linux n the other 
hand, are releasing major updat very ix m nths or o. Minor up rades 
al o take longer to acknowledge and fix in omm r ial tern . R cnt 
problems with Netscape Navigator and Micro oft Int rn t Expl r rare 
good example of thi . In th a e of the "d nial f ervice" TCP P bu a I:> 
Linux patch wa po ted for it m r hours after the problem wa isolated. 
Anyone who is technically capable can fix the bugs too merely by 
changing the code in que tion and recompiling. 
• Linux supports an even number of multiple processors as 
standurd as well as true multita kin 
Liou is stable 
Many pe pie have pr blcm: with Windows era hing for no particularly 










annoyance, but other times it can be quite serious. There are documented 
cases of Linux servers running for over a year at a time without a system- 
halting crash. Linux is one of the more stable operating systems available 
today. This is due in large part to the fact that Linux was written by 
programmers who were writing for other programmers and not for the 
corporate system. The only people who made the decisions on what went 
into the system were programmers. Also, the deadline pressure i not a 
strong when one is developing a a hobby. 
• Linux is secure 
Linux i an implementation of the UNIX de i n hil ophy, vhi h means 
that it is a multi-u er ystem from thew rd "go." Thi, has numcr u 
advantages, even for a y tern wher only one r two pe pl ill be u in) 
it. Security, which is nece ary for pr tection f ensitiv ~ inf rrnati n 
built into Linux at electable level . Mor imp rtantly th ystem is 
de igned to multi-ta k. Whether one u 
. . 
r 1 runnmg ral pr gram r 
several user are running one program Linux i capabl of managing the 
traffic. [21] 
2.1 l. l.3 Microsoft Windows XP 
Wind ws XP i built on the Window 2000 kernel but brings a new, more 
personalized look t the de, kt p that will al o make it easier for users to 
s an r import images and t acquire music file· on the Web and transfer 
them t portable devices. (22JWind ws XP Pr Iessional deliver· the new 









for businesses of all sizes and for users who demand the most from their 
computing experience. 
It was launched by Microsoft Corporation on 25 October 2001. [22] 
\\>''indows XP's robust, easy-to-use operating system and new usability 
enhancements are changing the way home and office users compute. 






Protects core system files from By safeguarding system 
being overwritten by application files, Windows XP 
instalJations. lf a file rs Professional mitigates 
overwritten, Window File many of the most common 
Protection will restore the correct system failures. 
Windows Installer 
version. 
Enhanced Software Provide administrators a policy- Can 
restriction poJicies 
A system service that helps users Will help rmrurmze user 
install, configure, track, update, downtime and increase 
and remove software programs. system stability. 
contribute to 
driven mechanism to identify improved system integrity, 
software running m their manageability and 
environment and control its ultimately, lower cost of 
ability to execute. This facility ownership of PC. 










horse prevention and software 
lockdown. 
Preemptive Designed to allow multiple Run most demanding 
multitasking 
architecture 
applications to run applications while still 
simultaneously while ensunng expenencmg 
. . impressive 
great system response and system response time. 
stability 
Scalable memory Supports up to 4 gigabytes of Users who need the 
level of and processor RAM and up to two symmetric highest 
support multiprocessors. performance will be able 
to work with the latest 
hardware. 
Encrypting File Encrypts each file with a The highest level of 
System (EFS) with randomly generated key. The protection from hackers 
multi user support encryption and decryption and data theft. 
processes are transparent to the 
user. Jn Windows XP, EFS can 
provide multiple users access to 
Easy to use 
an encrypted document. 
Adaptive 
environment 
work cleaner user Adapts to the way an individual A 
user work . With u redesigned environment allows the 











information to the 
Web 
used applications are shown first. Users can find the crucial 
data and applications the 
need quickly and easily. 
Files and folders can be easily Users will be able to 
published to a Web service that publish important 
uses the WebDAV protocol. information to Web 
servers. 










iv. Application Platform Comparison 
Comparison Linux UNIX Microsoft 
WindowsXP 
Installation issue Need concept on Need concept on Easy I install using 
disk portioning and disk portioning and interface wizard. 
mounting file mounting file 
system. system. 
User friendly Not user-friendly Not user-friendly User friendly with 
because user because user window based 
interfaces IS too interfaces IS too interface. 
cryptic. cryptic. 
Security IS Vulnerability is high Vulnerability is high Vulnerability 
because distribution because distribution low because of the 
of source code is of source code is application arc not 




Cost effective Not cost effective Cost effective 
because it IS because with certain operating system. 
freeware modification, the Budget between 
whole operating RM2000 and fully 
system need to be functional intact 
recompiled. server is running in 










Stability Stable Stable Sometimes 
unstable due to 
system and registry 
problems. 
Compatibility Less compatible Incompatible with Compatible with 
with web with development development tools web development 
development tools tools because it does because it does not tools. 
not offer much offer much 
development tools. development tool . 
Table 2.6 Comparison of Application Platforms 
2.11.2 WEB SERVER 
A web server is a program that u e the client/ rv r m d l and the W rid 
Wide Web (HTTP), serves the files from the web pag to w b u er (who c mputers 
contain HTTP clients that forward their request). Every omput r n the Int rn t that 
contains a web site must have a web erver program (or el e th ite files mi t be sent to 
computer that has a web server program).Web servers often come as part of a larger 
package of lnternet and Intranet related programs for serving email, downloading 
request for FTP files and building and publi hing web page .[25] 
2. l 1.2. l ll (JNTERNET INFORMATION ERVER 
If L a group of Internet ervers including a web or HTP 
(Hypertext Transfer Pr toe I server and a ilc ransfer Prot col Server) 










2000 server operating system. US is Microsoft's entry to compete in the 
Internet server market that is also addressed by Apache, Sun 
Microsystems, O'Reilly and others. With US, Microsoft includes a set of 
program for building and administering web sites, a search engine and 
support for writing web based application that access database. Microsoft 
points out th.at IIS is tightly integrated with the Windows NT and 2000 
Servers in a number of ways, resulting in fa ter web page serving. 
A typical company that buys IIS can create page f r website 
using Microsoft FrontPage Product (with WYS[WYG u er interface). 
Web developer can use Micro oft ASP techn lo ies which m 'ans that 
application including ActiveX Control can be imbeddcd in web page 
that modify the content ent back to u er . Devel p r can als v rite 
programs that filter requests and get the rr ct web page f r di ffercnt 
users by using Microsoft's Internet Server Application Program Interfa e 
(ISAPl) INTERFACE. ASP and ISAPI program run more effi iently than 
CGI and server-side include (SSI) programs two curr nt t chnologies. 
However, there are comparable interfaces on other platforms. 
Micro oft's include special capabilities for server administers 
designed to appeal t I P . It in lude a ingle window (or "console") 
from which all service, and users can be administered. It is designed to be 
easy to add comp ncnts as snap-ins that one doe not initially install. The 
administrative windows can be cu tomized for access by individual 









install. It works closely with the Microsoft Transaction Server to access 
database and provide control at the transaction level. It also works with 
Microsoft's Netshow in the delivery of streaming audio and video, 
delayed or live. [25] 
2.11.2.2 PWS (PERSONAL WEB SERVER) 
PWS is Microsoft's slimmed down web server, which provide a 
basis of which to develop corporate networked application . PWS for 
Windows 95/98 turns any Windows 95/98 computer into a web server and 
enables easy publication of web pages. Easy t in tall and administer, 
PWS simplifies sharing information on their corporate f ntranct or Internet 
for al users. PWS is ideal for developing te ting and , tagin T w 'b 
application, as well as peer to peer publishing with it upp rt f r sharing 
files over HTIP and FTP protocols. Ju t like Micro oft IIS PWS upp rt 
all ISAPI extension and CGI script . PWS ha be n optimiz d f r 
interactive workstation u er, and does not have the ystem r quirements 
of a full web server such a IIS (Internet Information Services). [25] 
2.11.2.3 APACHE 
The Apache erver i, a p werful, flexible, HTTP 1.1 compliant 
web server. It is highly configurable and extensible with third-party 
m dulcs. lt provides full source c de and c me with an unrestrictive 










well as several other operating systems. Apache is actively being 
developed and encourages user feedback through new ideas, bug reports 
and patches. 
The Apache server allows administrators to easily set up password- 
protected pages with enormous numbers of authorized users, without 
slowing down the server. It also permits administrators to set up 
customized files or even CGI scripts, which are returned by the server in 
response to errors and problems. 
Apache is also flexible enough to perform multiple Direct ry 
Index directives, where admini trator can in truct th , erver t ither 
send back index.html or run index.cgi when a directory URL i requested 
whichever it finds in the directory. Tho e running Apa h s 'r 'r will als 
find that it has unlimited flexible URL rewriting and alia ing. pa .h Ins 
no fixed limit on the numbers of Alia e and Redire t that ma be 
declared in its configuration files. In additi n a powerful rev riting ngine 
can be used to solve most URL manipulation problems. (25) 
2.11.2.4 COMPARISON OF IIS AND APACHE 
trengths recwarc, good Free download, superior 
supp rt f r HIT 1.1 HITP 1.1 support, virtual 
control, 
Comparison Apache us 
perf rmance, reliability, adrnini tration 









support via use net combination with 
newsgroup Windows NT 
Weaknesses NT version is in its infancy, NNTP does not support 
lack of graphical USENET feeds, SMTP 
administration tools for does not support POP3 
configuration and mailboxes. 
administration tasks. 
Table 2.7 Comparison between Apache and HS 
2.11.3 WEB BROWSER 
A web browser is a software program re iding on a computer that use to view 
pages on and navigate the World Wide Web. When use a browser t r quest a page on a 
website, that browser is making a web connection to a web erver. 
The web browser processes the web page that it rec iv s from a v eb r er and 
displays the pages to the user. Depending on the brow r that u e and th f ature it 
includes, users might be able to play multimedia files view and interact with Java 
applets, read e-mail, or use other advanced feature . 
Some of the most popular web brow ers today are Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
Netscape Navigator, and M zilla. Unfortunately most browsers today parse web pages 
differently. Web designers mu l pay special attention to the way a browser behaves, or 
users might not sec the pages as the designers intended. Therefore, web designers test 









2.11.3.1 Microsoft Internet Explorer 
Internet Explorer (IE) is the browser developed by Microsoft. 
While statistics are imperfect, it can reasonably say that some version of 
IE is used by over 75% of the general population especially among PC 
users. 
Internet Explorer 6.0 allows users to choose whether to accept or 
reject cookies (little text files that Web sites store on the users PC so that 
they can identify the user when the user visit again) from individual Web 
sites. Most sites use cookies to personalize the brow ing or h pping 
experience. Web media sites like CNET.com use co kics t track whi h 
pages the users have viewed on the ite to get a bett r idea f what type f 
content is popular with Web surfers. Other ite how v r us' ookics t 
build profiles of users' web surfing and hopping habit whi h they then 
use to tailor ads and marketing campaign to u er 
words, it pays to be able to decide exactly which it u r tru t and want 
to accept cookies from. 
Besides that, Internet Explorer has a Print Preview feature. In 
Internet Explorer 6. , the Print Preview window sports a new drop-down 
menu that lets users select whether to print an entire Web page, just a 













Netscape is a World Wide Web browser from Netscape 
Communications Corporation. The first beta-test version was released free 
to the Internet on 13 October 1994. Netscape evolved from NCSA Mosaic 
(with which it shares at least one author) and runs on the X Window 
System under various versions of Unix, on Microsoft Windows and on the 
Apple Macintosh. 
It features integrated support for sending electronic mail and 
reading Usenet news, as well a RSA ncryption t all w ecure 
communications for commercial applicati n , u h as ex hangin :r ere lit 
card numbers with net retailer . It provide multiple irnultancous 
interruptible text and image loading· native inline JPEG image displa · 
display and interaction with documents a th y I ad· multiple ind spend snt 
windows. Netscape was designed with 14.4 kbp modem link in 
mind.[28] 
Internet Explorer vs. Netscape 
At the height of the brow er war between Microsoft and Netscape, 
the ornpeting cornpanie released new brow er versions one after another. 
Recently, however, the war ha, een downgraded to a minor skirmish. 
(291 
Internet xplorer 6.0 and Netscape avigator can be c rnpared 
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lnhirnlll Explorer 5.5 8 lnturnut E11plorur 6 
• Nehcaptt 6.1 
Chart 2.2 Loading speed between Internet Explorer :mu Ndscap N· ,.ig•U.t.11• 
In general, Internet Explorer 6.0 performed tasks faster than Netscape 
Navigator 7.0. CNET.com performance tests found that Netscape's HTML 
load speed (the time it takes to load a simple Web site) was actually about 
twice as long as that of Internet Explorer, but the difference is barely 
perceptible over most dial-up or lower-speed broadband connections. 
Anecdotally, they found that Netscape 7.01 renders most Web pages as 
fast as, if not slightly faster than, Internet Explorer. However, Internet 










Express, than Netscape is at opening its own e-mail program, Netscape 
Mail. 
Internet Explorer loads faster then Navigator also has many 
automatic features, like remembering URLs, passwords, and form text and 
automatically adding or completing those entries for user, a feature called 
Autocomplete. 
On the other hand, Netscape Navigator beat Internet Explorer at 
loading XML, CSS and PDF documents. 
• Security 
Security features help to prevent people fr m 0a111111 accc s to 
information without permission. Besid that it an pr te t the 
computer from unsafe software. 
Both Netscape and Internet Explorer provide essentially the sam le l 
of security for online transactions upporting S cur S cket Layer 
(SSL) version 2 and 3 and upport site certificates. Th y can now 
support 128 bits keys for their security codes which is much stronger 










I.E. also has far superior bookmarking functions allowing users to 
create new folders on the fly when users bookmark web pages. 
Netscape forces users to create bookmark folders ahead of time or 
after the fact by going to the edit bookmark screen. This is 
inconvenience for organized bookmarking. [30] 
2.11.4 Summary Internet Explorer Vs Netscape 
Performance Internet Explorer 6.0 Netscape Navigator 7.0 
Loading Time Faster Slower 
Accept/Reject cookies ./ ./ 
Current page refresh Have to click update Continuously update 
automatically when users button. according to the page user, 
Jink to the other related are visiting. 
link. 
Email Management Good Insufficient 
Features 
Bookmark Control Good Insufficient 
Interface Average Attractive 










2.12 WEB APPLICATION PROGRAMMING 
2.12.1 HTML (HYPERTEXT MARKUP LANGUAGE) 
In order to publish information for global distribution, a universally understood 
language, a kind of publishing mother tongue that all computers may potentially 
understand. The publishing language used by the World Wide Web is HTML (Hypertext 
Markup Language). 
HTML was originally developed by Tim Berners-Lee while at CERN Geneva 
and popularized by the Mosaic browser developed by computer scienti t at NCSA the 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, United States of America. During the cour e 
of 1990s, it has blossomed with the explo ive growth of th web. Durin this time, 
HTML has been extended in a number of ways. Since the web depend on web page 
authors and vendors sharing the same convention for HTML this motivated joint work 
on specifications for HTML. 
HTML gives the following abilities to authors: 
• Publish online documents with heading , text table li t graphi and oth r 
• Retrieve online information via hypert xt links at the click of a button. 
• Design forms for conduction tran actions with remote services, for use in 
searching information, making reservations, ordering products and others. 
• Include spreadsheet , video clip , sound clip and other application directly in 










2.12.2 XML (EXTENSIBLE MARKUP IANGUAGE) 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) describes a class of data objects called 
XML documents and partially describes the behaviors of computer programs which 
process them. XML is an application profile or restricted form of Standard Generalized 
Markup Language (SGML is a system for defining markup languages).By construction, 
XML documents are conforming SGML documents. 
XML documents are made up of storage units called entities, which contain either 
parsed or unparsed data. Parsed data is made up of characters, . ome of which form 
character data and some of which form markup. Markup encode a de cription of the 
documents storage layout and logical structure. XML pr vides a m hanis rn to imp sc 
constraints on storage layout and logical structure. 
A software module called an XML proces or i u ed to read XML documents and 
provide access to their content and structure. It is a. umed that an XML pro es r i. 
doing its work on behalf of another module, called the application. Thi spe ificati n 
describes the required behavior of an XML proce sor in t rm f how it mu t r ad ML 
data and the information it must provide to the application. 
XML was developed by an XML Working Group (originally known as the SGML 
Editorial Review Board) formed under the auspices of the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) in 1996. It wa chaired by Jon Bo ak of Sun Microsystems with the active 
participati n of an XML pccial Intere t roup (previously known as the SGML 
Working roup) also organized by the W3 he membership of the XML Working 










A markup language is a mechanism to identify structures in a document. The 
XML specification defines a standard way to add markup to documents. (32] 
2.12.3 XHTML (EXTENSIBLE HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL) 
On January 26, 2000, the W3C announced that HTML 4 has been reformulated 
into XHTML 1.0. XHTML is HTML 4 written as an XML application. 
There are two primary parts to XHTML: 
•HTML 4 
HTML 4 is a markup language used for displaying text and document aero 
different platforms and machines. It was originally intended f r a very , pe ific 
audience, and has expanded to include hypertext multimedia as well as th style 
of the documents displayed. 
•XML 
XML is an extensible markup language that was developed to retain the flexibility 
and power of HTML while reducing most of the comple ity. 














HTML is not case sensitive. XHTML is case sensitive. It only 
accept small cap element name. 
<B> This is bold<lb> <b> This is bold</b> 
Element types HTML allows the end tags to XHTML requires start tag and 
omission 
Example: 
be omitted. end tag for every element types. 
<p>Have a Nice Day <p>Have a Nice Day<lp> 
Element Joop 
Example: 
HTML do not consider about XHTML consider about the 
the order of the element loop. order of the element loop. 
<p><b><i> Hello <p><b><i>Hello 
World</b><lp><ll> World</l></b><lp> 
Attribute Value 
Boolean Attribute Boolean attribute can be Boolean attribute can not be 
Example: 
Example: 
The attribute contents are All the attribute contents must 
understood by the web contain in "". 
without "". 
<img src jlower.jpg height <img src = jlower.jpg height - 
- 200 width 300 alt '200" width = '300" alt = 
Rose.> "Rose."> 
shortening in HTML. 
,. OPTJON selected · 
shortening, it must be in full. 
~OPTION selected 
"selected">. 










2.13 CLIENT-SIDE SCRIPTING LANGUAGE 
Client-side scripting involved the execution of the scripting language by the 
browser that interprets the web page. The client-side scripting is browser specific that is 
dependent on the type of browsers that executes the script without contracting a server. 
Client-side scripting is not very secure because the code is visible to the users. (34] 
2.13.1 VB SCRIPT 
Microsoft VB Scripting Edition (VBScript) is a ubset of the Microsoft Vi ual 
Basic language. It is implemented as fast, portable, lightweight interpreter for u e in 
WWW browser and other application that use Microsoft ActivcX ntrols, Aut mation 
Servers and Java applets. VBScript is currently available as part of Micro ft Internet 
Explorer and Microsoft Internet Information Server. 
When used in Microsoft Internet Explorer, VBScript i dire tly c mparable to 
Microsoft JavaScript. Like JavaScript, VBScript is a pure interpreter that proc s our e 
code embedded directly in the HTML. YBScript code like JavaScript doe not produce 
standalone applets but is used to add intelligence and interactivity to HTML documents. 
VBScript is a valuable alternative to JavaScript in activating web pages. There are 
three separate classes of object available win VBScript: 
• Object pr vidcd by the YBScript engine 
• Objects provided by the Internet xplorer 
• bjccts provided by the web page auth r 









2.13.2 JA V ASCRIPT 
JavaScript is one of the most popular client-side scripting languages today. It is 
supported by almost all browsers on the market. Web developers use JavaScript to do 
these actions: 
• Validate user actions. 
• Create scrolling messages in a browser's status bar. 
• Animate text or images. 
JavaScript can be inserted in the HTML file. HTML u es tag to mark the tart and 
end of the code. The <script> tag tells the browser that th followin hunk I tc t 
bounded by the closing </script> tag, is not HTML, but rather script code t be 
processed. 
Although using JavaScript seems much like in erting HTML ontent, Ja aS ript i 
more difficult to learn than HTML. [26) 
2.13.3 LINGO SCRIPT 
Lingo is the Director scripting language which enables you to create an interactive 
movie. Lingo script is use to create interesting movie. The following are the types of 
Lingo script 
• prite scripts are assigned to a sprite in the core. A single sprite can have 
multiple sprite scripts. 











• Cast Member scripts are assigned to a cast member. A cast member can have 
only a single script. 
• Movie scripts are assigned to entire movie while the movie plays. 
• Parent scripts can be used only by object-oriented programming 
techniques. [35] 
2.13.4 ACTIONSCRIPT 
ActionScript is similar to the core JavaScript programming language. 
ActionScript, the scripting language of Macromedia Flash, let u ers to add interactivity 
to a movie. ActionScript provides elements, such as action o erat r , and bjc t that 
put together in scripts that tell the movie what to do; set up the movie s that events such 
as button clicks and key presses, trigger these script . For example u er an use 
ActionScript to create navigation buttons for their movie. 
In Flash, users use the Actions panel to write scripts with ActionScript. U ing the 
panel in normal editing mode, you build script by choosing option from m nus and 
lists. Using the panel in expert editing mode you enter text directly into th Script pane. 
In both modes, code hints help you complete actions and insert properties and events. 
Once you have a script, you can attach it to a button, movie clip, or frame to create the 










2.14 SERVER-SIDE SCRIPTING IANGUAGE 
A server-side script is a script that is interpreted by the web server. It is an 
instruction set that is processed by the server and the resulting set that is processed by the 
server and the resulting data sent to a client when an HTTP request is made for the 
server-side script, the filename suffix informs the web server that the contents of the file 
are to be processed on the server side script instructions and translates them into 
appropriate HTML code. The server then returns the whole file as pure HTML, which is 
then interpreted by the browser. This means, clients does not receive any code from 
server but receives only the output of the server-side scripting [31 ]. 
2.14.1 ASP (ACTIVE SERVER PAGES) 
ASP is one for the latest server based technology from the Mi r oft f r building 
dynamic and interactive web pages. The basic of ASP is the Micro oft IIS oftware. 
Basically, ASP is a VBScript and Jscript interpr ter that is integrated v ith US 
together with an interface for other custom component . It is al o abl to includ oth r 
web page component like ActiveX controls and Java Applets. Therefore sine ASP bind 
together, other various server based sy terns to help build interactive web pages is 
considered as a glue technology. 
ASP is also being c nsidered for the e-commerce project because of its main 
feature especially in web server techn J gie . These rea on are a follows: 
1. It is suitable for publishin and collecting data from the web. 










m. It is suitable for building multi-tier Internet and Intranet application. 
iv. Provides Active Database Object, one of the Active Server Components allow 
easy but powerful connections to be made to almost any database system for 
which an open Database Connectivity (ODBC) driver is a available. 
v. Works together with Windows NT and US to provide a comprehensive set of key 
software technology which enables secure exchange of information over public 
networks, access control to server resources and confident identification of server 
and client. 
vi. Has pre-built Active Server Components, which provide plug-in object that will 
perform specific tasks. 
vii. Can interact with almost any existing dynamic web page technology , uch as GI 
ISAPI and scripts written in PERL, Python and A WK. 
vur. Support client-server program. Furthermore, the combination of A P client-site 
scripting and objects can be used to create client server application. 
ix. It is able to create side code dynamically on the erv r. (34] 
2.14.2 ASP.NET 
ASP.Net i a et of technologies in the Microsoft.Net Framework for building 
Web applications and Web Services. ASP.Net pages execute on the server and generate 
markup such as HTML, WML or XM that i ent to a de ktop or mobile browser. 
A P'Nc; pages use a ornpiled, event driven programming model that improves 
performance and enables the eparation of applicati n I gic and u er interface. A P.Net 










Basic.Net, C#.Net or any .Net compatible language. Web applications and XML Web 
Services take advantage of the features of the common language runtime, such as type 
safety, inheritance, language interoperability, versioning and integrated security. [37] 
2.14.3 COMMON GATEWAY INTERFACE (CGI) 
Before Java, the standard of developing an interaction homepage was by using 
CGI. CGI is a standard for interfacing external applications with information servers, 
such as HTIP or Web servers. Without CGI, a plain HTML docum nt that the Web 
daemon retrieves is static. A CGI program, on the other hand, is executed in real time 
that it can output dynamic information. The program executed by web daemon will 
transmit information to the database engine, and retrieve th result back again and 
display them to the client. 
Any script can be called a CGI as long as it is in talled on the r er end. A Gl 
program can be written in any language that allows it to b execut d on the system u h 
as CIC++, FORTRAN, Perl, VB, Apple Script and other . CGI i in tall d on the rv r 
end that makes it able to do things such a summit a form create a guest book or forum, 
keep track of any rotate advertisements and others. 
There are ome security precautions that need to be implemented when it comes 
to using CG[ programs. Probably the one that will affect the typical web user the most is 
the fact that C I pr grams need t reside in a special directory, so that the Web Server 
knows to execute the program rather than just di play it t the browser. This directory is 









CGI programs. There are other ways to allow access to CGI scripts, but it is up to the 
Webmaster to set these up for the programmer. (34] 
2.14.4 COLD FUSION MX 
ColdFusion MX is a powerful web application server that able to create robust 
sites and applications without a long learning curve. Coldfusion MX does not require 
coding in traditional programming languages (for example, CIC++, Java, XML), 
although it supports these traditional programming languages. 
ColdFusion MX consists of the following core components: 
• ColdFusion application server 
• Cold.Fusion Markup Language (CFML) 
• CoJdFusion Administrator [38] 
2.14.5 COMPARISON OF ASP AND ASP.NET 
Comparison ASP ASP.Net 
Nature 
Language 
of Interpreted, development ts Compiled, convert web pages 
streamlined, variable types do into executable program. 
not need to be wen known in Because of this conversion each 
' 
advance, and one can page is likely to load slowly on 
dynamicaJly evaluate the first pass, but more quickly 
expressions. on subsequent executions. Also 
the compiler checks the entire 

















of Notorious for missing simple Compilers typically demand that 
errors until an unusual one adhere to more ngorous 
condition causes them to programming techniques, such 
execute previously unused as strong variables typing. They 
sections of code. Interpreters al o make it harder to debug 
typically load the server more code. 
heavily as well. 
of One can mix multiple One can n t 
languages on the same page. 
Using the Visual Basic.Net 
Language 
catches many errors that an 
interpreter might let slip for 
hours or days after deployment 
(or even longer) 
language on th 
mix multiple 
arne page but 
one can still u e different 
languag s in diff r nt docum nt 
if necessary. 
Syntax One can define global One can not define global 
variables r ubr urine: in ide variable or subroutines inside 
script delimiters. script delimiter . Instead, one 
must use a c RIPT> tag with a 










HTML and HTML 
Web authors are given easy ASP.Net does support ActiveX 
access to external subroutines controls, but the rigorous 
from within their ASP pages. programming model will make 
These subroutines especially learning how to access their 
when they come in the form of subroutine a daunting task for 
A vtiveX controls developed by non-programmers. 
programmmg teams can be 
quite powerful and able to 
open up whole new vistas to 
content authors. 
and HTML 
Ease with Let one intermix script and Does not let one intermix script 
Configurations ASP uses the IIS metabase for ASP.Net u. XML 
scripts 
Supports 
configuration. configuration fil 









2.15 AUTHORING TOOL (WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
TOOL) 
2.15.1 MICROSOFT VISUAL INTERDEV 6.0 
Microsoft Visual Interdev 6.0 comes part of Microsoft's suite of professional 
programming tools known as Visual Studio. Visual lnterdev is a tool for designing 
dynamic web application. It is, in fact just a development environment and a collection of 
useful tool and utilities. 
Visual Interdev 6.0 is the tool that Micro oft is promoting a their favored ASP 
editing tool. One simple but very useful features of Visual Interdev 6.0 is that it 
highlights ASP <% and %> tags in yellow, and ASP ript itself is highlighted usin 
blue of legal keywords that stands out from the HTML. 
In addition, Visual [nterdev boosts strong links with SQL Server, whi h make it 
very easy to setup databases combining ASP and SQL Server. It al o provid s several 
useful web based tools for doing things like checking links highlighting the br ken on 
on one's site, and allowing to drag-and-drop page from on location to anoth r. 
Visual Interdev does have a couple of drawbacks. It's the most different to 
master of the editors discussed here and also the most expensive. But it is undoubtedly 










Benefits of Visual Interdev 6.0 
It is a rapid end-to-end application development. It allows professional developers 
to design debug and deploy cross platform HTML plus script based web applications 
faster than ever before. 
It is a powerful, integrated database tools. It include a complete set of database 
programming and design tools, allowing developers to build enterprise-class, data-driven 
web applications within a single, integrated IDE. 
2.15.2 MICROSOFT FRONTPAGE 2002 
Microsoft FrontPage 2002 is another tool for creating and de igning web pages. It 
makes creating a Web site easier than ever. FrontPage shares toolbar , menu , themes, 
background, spell checking, and Format Painter with Micro oft Office. Fr ntf'agc 2000 
also makes adding forms and databases into sites easier. 
Besides that, it also provides the tools that need to ke p the sit up-t -date and 
error-free. It can easily manage content hyperlink ta ks pag and publi hing through 
a simple interface. 
Microsoft FrontPage 2002 gives Web developers ease and power and can be used 
by small and medium sized busines e , professionals, educators, web designers, 
hobbyist and individuals to create their on-line pre ence. It is user friendly and cheaper 
alternative for the novice. U. er' can quickly author in HTML view by using buttons and 










Notepad is a basic text editor that can use to create simple documents. The most 
common use for Notepad is to view or edit text (.txt) files, but many users find Notepad a 
simple tool for creating Web pages. 
Because Notepad supports only very basic formatting, accidentally save special 
formatting in documents that need to remain pure text is not allow. This is especially 
useful when creating HTML documents for a Web page because special characters or 
other formatting may not appear in the published Web page or may even cau e errors. 
It doesn't highlight the ASP codes in any way, but it also doe n't generate any 
extra codes. It doesn't feature many additional functions, but becau e it is , imple that 
it os still a very popular choice. In Window 2000, Notepad offers a Goto feature (under 
the Edit Menu), which allows one to move around one document u ing line numbers. 
Notepad files can save as Unicode, ANSI, UTF-8 or big- ndian Uni de. These 
formats provide greater flexibility when working with documents that u e diff r nt 
character sets. [27] 
2.15.4 MACRO MEDIA DREAMWEA VER MX 
Drearnweaver MX is the best WYSIWYG editor on the market for serious Web 
Developers. Drearnweaver offer all the tools and features a Web application producer 
needs lo create dynamic and useful Web pages. 
he Professional hoice f r building websites and Internet Applications. For the 
first time, every member of your development team-de igner ·, developers, and 










websites and Internet applications. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX combines its 
renowned visual layout tools with the rapid web application development features of 
Dreamweaver UltraDev and the extensive code-editing support of Macromedia Home 
Site. So the world's best way to create professional websites is now the easiest way to 
build powerful Internet applications. [ 41] 
2.15.5 MACROMEDIA FLASH MX 
Macromedia Flash MX is the professional standard authoring tool for producing 
high impact Web experiences. It is developed by Macromedia to create vector graphic - 
based animation programs with full-screen navigation interfaces, graphic illu trati ns, 
and simple interactivity in a resizable file format that i small enough to trcarn acr s a 
normal modem connection. The software is ubiquitous on th Web both ause of its 
speed (vector-based animations, which can adapt to different di. play sizes and 
resolutions, play as they download) and for the smooth way it r nd rs graphics. la h 
files, unlike animated but rasterized GIF and JPEG, are compact, effi ient and de ign d 
for optimized delivery. It uses Action Script programming which is imilar to Java to 
enhance the interactivity of the tool. [ 42] 
New features in Fla h MX enhance the approachability, creativity, and power of 
Flash. Designers who require a higher level of control and integration with industry- 
standard design tools have an unparalleled creative application for creating media-rich 
content. Powerful new features build on thi creativity, giving application developers 
access to new capa ilities that make la h MX a robust and exciting application 










tools, built-in code reference, and predefined components to rapidly deploy rich Web 
applications. 
Known as a do-it-yourself animation package, Flash MX gives Web designers the 
ability to import artwork using whatever bitmap or illustration tool they prefer, and to 
create animation and special effects, and add sound and interactivity. The content is then 
saved as file with a .SWF file name extension. 
Web users with Intel Pentium or Power Macintosh processors can download Flash 
Player to view Flash content, which performs across multiple browsers and platforms. 
Flash is lauded for being one of the Web's most accessible plug-in. According to an 
independent study cited by Macromedia, 89.9 percent of Web users already have FI.a, h 
Player installed. [42] 
2.15.6 MACRO MEDIA DIRECTOR 8.5 
Macromedia Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio is the world's foremo t auth ring 
tool for creating interactive multimedia. Developers rely on Director to creat att ntion- 
grabbing business presentations, advertising kiosks interactive entertainment and 
educational products. To see some of the exciting and varied ways in which developers 
use Director 
Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio offers several new features that enhance the 
capabilities of Macromedia ircctor and Sh ckwave movies. The main improvements of 
are a. follows: 










• Enhancements to the Shockwave Multi-user Server and Xtra that enable server- 
side scripting, multithreading, and file access. Using server-side scripts can 
dramaticaJly simplify the multi-user movies by placing most of the required 
logic on the server. 
• Support for Flash 5 and additions to Lingo that provide control over the new 
features of Flash 5 movies. 
Macromedia Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio adds three-dimensional (3D) images, 
text, and animations to the suite of Macromedia design and development tools. 30 ca t 
members in the Director movies allow realistic spatial rendering of graphical object . 
With Director 8.5 3D features, users can create and view image that have depth as well 
as height and width. [43] 
2.16 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
2.16.1 MICROSOFT ACCESS 2002 
Microsoft Access 2002 is a powerful dataha e management sy tern that function 
in the window environment and allow user to create and process data in a database. It is 
the latest generation of Microsoft's database management system gives a powerful new 
ways to use the application a the front end of high-end database engine. [ 44] 
2.16.2 MICRO OFT SQL ERVER2000 
Microsoft L crver i. a significant to 1 in many regards. From data 










many different simultaneous users, SQL Server is a key component in answering data 
management requirements. It is a powerful and comprehensive database. [ 45] 
2.17 Chapter Summary 
The main objective of this chapter is to gain information for this project. Research 
on e-learning, multimedia and C programming language concepts is done to have a clear 
understanding on the requirements of this project. 
The strengths of the existing system application were studied to get a better idea 
about this project. Besides that, current existing ystem weakne e wer identifi d to be 
solved in this project. 
Platforms, Development Tools, Scripting language and other are review d in thi 






















3.1 METHODOLOGY CONSIDERATION 
Methodology is a set of ordered tasks involving activities, constraints, 
deliverables and resources that produce and maintain most or all information systems and 
software. [ 46] 
It is a method used to develop software and maintain the software. It is 
encompasses a representation approach, comprehensive analysis capabilities, and the 
capability to make prediction regarding the effects of changes to the proce . Ct involve 
study of how to navigate through each phase of the software proce s model and how to 
represent phase products such as structure charts, - tirnulu -r ponsc threads and state 
transition diagrams. (47] 
Besides that, methodology is an algorithm that find a elution in the given 
environment of the multi-Layered finite space consisting of the analysis, design 
implementation, and testing plane, starting with the root r pr ent d by th pr blern 
statement and ending with the goal represented by the system acceptance test. (48] 
3.2 BENEFITS OF A GOOD METHODOLOGY 
rt is essential t choose a good methodology that uite the project that develops in 
order to identify the phases that have a clear beginning and end at which milestones can 
be established. A process is important because it imposes c nsi tency and structure on a 
set f activities. This help in inconsistencies, redundancies and mis ion in the process, 










A good methodology will provide the following benefits: 
• Provides a standard framework for the developers so that they are in the 
right track and develop the system consistently 
4' Provides better understanding of the system requirements 
• Able to identify errors and omission during development 
• Ensures produces high quality and timely results without imposing a large 
overhead on a project. 
• Facilitate and enhance the planned process toward greater effectiveness, 
efficiency and reliability. 
" Facilitate project management [48] 
3.3 CONCLUSION ON THE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in C programming Tutoring Simulation is Rapid 
Application Development (RAD). 
Rapid Application Development is a methodology for compressing the analysis, 
design, build and test phases into a series of short, iterative development cycles. It 
emphasizes obtained clearly requirements and evolutionary construction of working 
prototypes of a system to accelerate the system development process. 
RAD uses prototypes to accelerate requirements analysis and system design. A 
prototype is a smaller-scale, representative or working model of the users' requirements 
or a proposed design for an information system. Prototyping is a technique for quickly 



































































Operation t Sys m - IMPLEMENTATION 
(a rtl aae or veralon) (FINISH) 










3.3.1 THE PHASES OF RAPID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT: 
1. Preliminary Investigation 
The purpose of this phase is to identify the project scope, objective, 
constraints and establish schedule of the project. At this phase, the specification of 
this project is not detailed. The project plan is planned and presented to my 
supervisor, Puan Maizatul at this stage. 
2. Problem Analysis 
This phase contains of problems analysis, requirement analysi and 
decision analysis. It involves understanding the content of the proposed y tern 
and nature of the initial requirements to establish system requirement . 
In this phase, all the information that relevant to thi project i ollected and 
analyzed. This phase is more concerned with data gathering and data analy is. A 
series of study and research work is carried out through internet, book D-ROM 
and survey to verify the needs of CyberC. Existing ystem that currently available 
is studied and summarize. The shortage of those systems will be enhanced in 












This phase is iterative until it meets the final acceptance. This loop includes 
system design, system construction, system implementation and system analysis. 
3. Iterative Design 
In this stage, a prototype design is build based upon the results of the 
analysis of the initial requirements. The prototype is used to identify and refined 
the requirements of CyberC. This phase is repeats until the design of the system is 
satisfied and meets all the CyberC requirements. 
4. Iterative Construction 
This phase involves the actual coding of the prototype. The prot type will 
be included with JavaScript and ActionScript to forth r enhance the fun ti nality 
of CyberC. Therefore, it needs greater time spent on this phase to work with the 
prototype. 
5. Iterative Implementation 
Prototype will be implemented which is uploaded to the internet using 
brinkster web hosting, in rder to let u er experience on the working prototype and 
ivc their feedback ab ut yber . Requirement will be clarify and new 
requirements will be identified and pr vide feedback t the CyberC user interface 
dcsi 111 for the next iteration by I op back l the ystem de ign to redesign or 









6. Iterative Analysis 
This phase is revisited to the feedback of the prototype. This analysis tends 
to focus on revising requirements and concerns with the design. The analysis cycles 
then back to iterative design and continue with the prototyping loop. 
7. System Implementation 
The functional prototypes will placed into operation in this phase. The 
addition of requirements will be release as the next version of CyberC and they 
may continue through the design-by-prototyping-loop. 
3.3.2 TIME BOX 
Technique that used to limit the duration of prototyping loop i tim b xing and 
the duration of the prototyping loop is 60-120 days. This is important in ord r to m et th 










3.4 JUSTIFICATION OF METHODOLOGY 
The reasons for choosing Rapid Application Development as the development 
methodology are: 
M-eet earlier schedule 
Due to the limited time that available to develop CyberC, Rapid Application 
Development is chosen which it has the short development life cycle. CyberC can 
be built in the shortest possible time with prototyping. Prototyping makes 
requirements and problems of CyberC detected earlier, therefore reducing the 
CyberC development time. 
Clarify/Define Requirements 
Requirements of CyberC can be identify in the early stage by gather the initial 
requirement via prototypes. Visibility requirements is easier to evolve and can 
determine whether the requirements are really fulfills the system requirements. 
This enables gaining understanding of the requirements, reducing the complexity 
of the problem and providing an early validation of the system design. 
Early requirements validation is one of the key issues in development a system 
because failures to validate requirements can result in frequent changes in later 
stage of the system development. Therefore, incomplete and inconsistent 











Prototyping provides a look at the dynamic states of CyberC before build it. The 
special problems of reliability, throughput and response time as well as system 
features are addressed in the best prototypes. Therefore, the problems can be fixed 
earlier and functionality of the system can be further identified. 
Reduce risk 
Errors and omissions tend to be detected early in prototypes than in system 
models. It is low risk for new application specification like CyberC which its 
requirements are not welt specified. Prototype that used during feasibility studies 
promotes understanding of problem before trying to implement solution. It 
reduces risk and uncertainty because the technical solution is test iteratively 
instead of making a wholesale commitment to any solution. 
Managing changes of requests 
With prototyping, changes of requests can be done without great effort. 
Modifications to the requirements of CyberC are easily and possible to be done. 
Demonstrate progress 
Prototyping may demonstrate progress at an early stage of development. It will 
produce some useful deliverables of CyberC. This may provide proof of the 
system concept. Functionally feasible that demonstrates can stretches imagination, 










Save on initial maintenance 
Acceptance testing is doing all along the way to validate the requirements. 
Therefore, it reduces redesign and saves time for maintenance because problems 
are detected early. 
3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter covers the methodology used in developing the proposed system 
which is Rapid Application Model. The justification of the development also 






















CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
4.1 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
System analysis is a problem-solving technique that decomposes a system into its 
component pieces for the purpose of studying how well those component parts work and 
interact to accomplish their purpose. It is a term that collectively describes the early 
phases of system development. Therefore, system analysis is an essential and important 
phases that must go through to determine all the requirements of a sy tern before 
proceedings into subsequent phase. [49] 
4.2 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 
System requirement is the description of the needs and de ires for an inforrnati 11 
system. A requirement may describe functions, features or attributes and constraint . 
Requirement analysis analyses and determines functional requirements and non- 
functional requirements of e-learning in C programming. 
The primary goal of this stage is to develop a basis of mutual under tanding 
between the system owner and the project developer about the requirement for the 
system. This is the initial ba eline for determining whether the completed product 
performs a the system owners requested and expected. 
This stage involve analysis of the sy tern owner need , tran lation f tho e needs 
into f rrnal requirements and planning the tc tin activitie to validate the per rmance of 










4.2.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Functional requirements are concise textual statements of the functions or services 
that must be provide in an information system to satisfy the users need and be acceptable 
to the users. This includes how the system should reacts to a particular input and how the 
system should behave in particular situations. The system is considered incomplete if any 
of the necessary functions is not included. It is intended for top management, user 
management, and others who are not directly involved in the development of the system 
[1 ]. The following are the functional requirements for CyberC in structured format. 
1.0 User Registration and login Module 
This section will capture the user personal information. 
1.1 Users will be given a username and password when they register according to 
their choice and the username is unique. 
1.2 Users will have their own username and password in order to logging to th 
system. 
1.3 Users will be given unlimited changes to logging to the system. 
1.4 Only registered users can view the entire module available except guest book 
which they can give their comment about this system physically. 
Rational: This is to recognize the users and only the particular user can view his/her own 










2.0 Lessons Module 
This module will gives information about C programming language to the users. 
2.1 It contains of 15 lessons and it is divided into three volumes which determine the 
level of the syllabus. 
I. Volume 1 
Introduction to C programming 
Control Structure: If-else, While, Do-while, Switch 
11. Volume 2 
Functions, Array, Pointers and Strings 
in. Volume 3 
C File Processing 
2.2 Before each lesson, the objective of the lesson will be given. 
Rational: This will ease the users to start from which volume depends on their 
experience and knowledge in C programming language 
3.0 Quizzes Module 
There are various kind of quizzes will be given in CyberC to attract users' attention. The 
type of the quizzes that available is different from a subtopic to a subtopic. Therefore, the 
users would not feel boring doing the same kind of quizzes after each topic. 
3.1 The quizzes for a particular subtopic will be generated randomly which means 
each time the same users will get the different question for the same quizzes. 









3.2 The score of the quizzes will be generated and display to the user but it would not 
store in the database. 
Rational: This is to ensure the users' understanding and refresh what they learn after 
each subtopic in a lesson. Besides that, the question is generating randomly to 
eliminate users' boringness when they revise their lesson and would not get 
the same question as previous. 
4.0 Exercises Module 
Exercises will be providing after each lesson. 
4.1 The questions of a particular exercise will be generated randomly to prevent users 
need to do the same question if they want more practice for the particular 
exercise. 
4.2 The scores of the exercises will be generated and display to the user. 
4.3 The scores of the exercises will be recorded and store in the database for users 
reference. 
4.4 Users can view results of the exercises that they have done and graph can be 
generated from the result. 
Rational: This is to test the users' understanding after finishing a particular lesson. 
Practical can leads to better understanding and recall of knowledge. 
5.0 Forum 
Difficulties question in C programming language can be po t in order to get other users 










5.1 Only registered users can post questions in the forum room. 
5.2 The questions that post by the users will be approved by the administrator before 
it is display to the other users. It is to eliminates questions that out of scope and 
not relevant. 
5.3 Any registered users can reply to the questions that display in the forum room and 
answer that not relevant will be filtered by administrator. 
Rational: Difficulties that face by the users can be question out and search for opinion 
from the other users to get a solution to it. Besides that, this can foster up the 
relationship among the users of CyberC. 
6.0 Reference Module 
6.1 Related link to C programming will be provided. 
Rational: This is to provide additional information about C programming language to the 
users. 
7.0 Help File 
7.1 Helps topics will be provided to help users to accomplish their tasks. 
7.2 User manual of the system will be provided. 
Rational: This section is to assist the users when they face problem accessing the system. 
Besides that, users can search for keyword. 
8.0 Game Module 










8.1 The games are related to C programming language. 
8.2 Score of the games will be generated and display to the users. 
Rational: Most of the people are willing to play games more than study. This indirectly 
increases the users' interest in C programming language and learning about C 
programming in order to play the games. Besides that, this can test their skills 
in C programming language and enhance the users understanding. 
9.0 Guest book Module 
9.1 Users' name will be in nick 
9.2 Non-user are allow to sign the guest book as well 
9.3 Comments will be recorded 
Rational: This section is to get feedback from the users about CyberC. The comments 
will be considered in order to enhance the system. 
10.0 Mail 
10.l Users of this websites can send CyberC websites to their friends and more people 
can learn C programming language effectively as it is a powerful language. 
Rational: This is to promote CyberC to as many people as possible 
11.0 Data Management Module 
L L.l Only for administrator to manage the database of CyberC. 
l L.2 Add I Delete I Update Quizzes and Exercises Modules. 










11.4 Manage users account and unauthorized a user status. 
Rational: This is to maintain CyberC and keeps CyberC contents fresh and up to date. 
4.2.2 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Non-functional requirements are description of the features, characteristics, and 
attributes of the system as well as any constraints that may limit the boundaries of the 
proposed solution. Non-functional requirements that are included in the system in order 
to enhance system performance and descried the constraints imposed on the system. Non- 
functional requirements are as important as the functional requirements. This section 
states the non-functional requirements fore-learning in C programming. [1] 
1.0 User friendliness 
In order to easily use by novice user who would not able to comprehend complex 
interface, the system should have a user-friendly interface. User interface design creates 
an effective communication medium between a human and a computer 
1.1 The system should use Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach in order to provide 
better understanding of how to use the system 
1.2 The interface should use the meaningful captions and titles in order to help the uses 
to use the system without any confusion. 
1.3 The system should provide a simple menu so that user can obtain an overview of 
the system. 
Rational: This would not cause trouble of using the system to users and provides better 










2.0 Attractive interface 
2.1 Comfortable background 
2.2 Colour of the overall system will be consistent so that it will not distractive 
Rational: As this is a learning site, therefore it would attract people attention to access 
this site if this website looks attractive because nowadays most of the people 
not interested in study purposes. 
3.0 Response Time 
3.1 The system should response instantly when users access the website of the system 
Rational: This is eliminates people from fade up if the system download time is short 
and response spontaneously. 
4.0 Interactive 
4.1 The system should present response with every step of users take. 
Rational: This is to gives users response while they use the system 
5.0 Reliability 
The frequency and critically of system failure where failure is an unacceptable effect or 
behavior occurring under permissible operating system 
5.1 Failures of system should not occurs or not frequent. 
5.2 CyberC should suitable for all kinds of computer platform and not cause 
destructive to user's machine. 









Rational: This is to get users' reliable on CyberC. 
6.0 Maintainability 
Changes can be made easily to satisfy new requirements or to correct deficiencies. 
6.1 New module can be added in CyberC. 
6.2 Lessons, quizzes and exercises can be updated to the latest format according to 
the current educational trends. 
6.3 Quizzes and tutorials that outdated can be deleted to maintain database space. 
6.4 System faults can be detected and fixed in the shortest time. 
Rational: The system can be adapted if there is a changes in requirements or enhance in 
the future. 
7 Security 
7.1 Users who need to use this system have to register. 
7.2 Registered need password and username to logging to the system. 
Rational: System can recognize the user and personal information and result of the user 










4.3 DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
4.3.l HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 




Pentium II 300 MHz or The minimum requirements in order 
equivalent to author Macromedia Dreamweaver 
MX 
Microsoft Windows XP This platform is chosen because 
most of the computer in FSKTM is 
currently installed with Microsoft 
WindowsXP. 
Memory 
Hard Disk space 500 MB Hard disk 
External device Printer 
128MBRAM This amount required to run 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX and 
Macromedia Flash MX. 
This amount of hard disk space 
required to store the database of the 
database, documentation and the 
entire system component. 
Printer needs to print all the 











Others Internet Connection This is to test the system when it is 
upload to the internet 
Table 4.1 Hardware Requirement for development side 
4.3.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
Software Required Description 
Office Version Microsoft Office XP Needed for produced system 
documentation 
Authoring Tools FlashMX Creates and manages CyberC as a 
Dreamweaver MX online application. 
Graphic Adobe Photoshop 7.0 Editing graphic that needed in the 
Authoring system 
Sound Cool Edit This is used to recorded required 
Authoring audio and insert in the system 
Web Browser Internet Explorer 5.5 This application is used enable users 
view online files including ative 
server pages 
Web Server Internet Information Used to open the path way for 
Service clients to get access to web files 
Web Technology ASP.NET A client side scripting language for 
provides interactivity with the server 










6.0 browsers (SWF). 
Database Microsoft Access XP This is used to create the database 
Management 
System 
Table 4.2 Software Requirement for development side 
4.4 User Side Requirements 
User Side requirements will be much lower than development side because they just need 
it to view the system and the output will be dependent on the users' processor speed and 
internet connection. 
4.4.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
This requirement is making according to the Macromedia Dreamweaver MX and Flash 
Player. 
For Windows 
Intel Pentium 200MHz processor or equivalent processor running 
Windows 98, Windows ME, Windows NT, Windows 2000 or Windows XP 
32 MB RAM (128 MB is recommended) 
20 MB of available disk space 
Internet Connection 











Macintosh PowerPC with System 8.6 or later 
Mac OS 9.1, Mac OS 9.2.1, or Mac OS X 10.1 or later 
32 MB RAM (128 is recommended) 
20 MB of available disk space 
Internet Connection 
4.4.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
For Windows 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.4, Netscape Navigator 4.5 or later 
Macromedia Flash player 5.0 or above 
For Macintosh 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.4, Netscape Navigator 4.5 or later 
Macromedia Flash Player 5.0 or above 
4.5 DEVELOPMENT TOOL ANALYSIS 
4.5.1 OPERATING SYSTEM 
Windows technology is chosen as the development platform because it is easy to 
install using interface wizard and user friendly compare to the other operating system. 
Microsoft Windows XP will be the chosen operating system for develop CyberC. 
The main reason choosing Microsoft Windows XP as the development operating 










System are currently run with Microsoft Windows XP. Besides that, most of the home 
personal computers are installed with Microsoft Windows XP. [24] 
Microsoft Windows XP is among the latest operating system and this can make 
sure the system can last longer and would not outdated in the coming few years. 
4.5.2 WEB AUTHORING TOOLS 
• Macromedia Flash MX 
Macromedia Flash MX is chosen as animation developer for CyberC because it is 
easy to use with its user-friendly interface. Therefore, motion graphics with synchronized 
sound can be creating in the shortest time. Besides that, it uses compact vector graphics 
that enable users download rapidly and scale to the users' screen size. 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX (XHTML editor) 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX is chosen as the management tool for CyberC 
because it is a professional visual editor for managing and creating web pages. It provides 
users two views which are codes and design in a screen which ease in design the page 
layout. 
Macromedia Dreamweaver writes clean code without a lot of proprietary and self- 
serving tags. Besides that, Macromedia Drearnweaver can easily integrate with 










4.5.3 CLIENT-SIDE SCRIPTING LANGUAGE 
XHTML will be chosen as ·client-side scripting language because it provides neat 
and clean coding than HTML. CyberC will be enhanced with JavaScript and 
Action Script. 
4.5.4 SERVER-SIDE SCRIPTING LANGUAGE 
ASP.NET will be chosen as the server-side scripting language. The time that 
required familiar with ASP.NET is shorter than CGI. Therefore, this can reduce the 
development time. The reasons why ASP.NET is chosen over ASP are: 
Easy programming model 
ASP.NET server controls enable an HTML-like style of declarative programming that let 
one build great pages with far less code than with classic ASP. ASP.NET pages work in 
all browsers including Internet Explorer, Navigator Netscape, Opera and American 
Online. 
Com piled Execution 
ASP.NET is much faster than classic ASP. No explicit compile step is required. 
ASP.NET will automatically detect any changes, dynamically compile the files if needed 
and store the compiled results to reuse for subsequent requests. 










4.5.5 WEB SERVER 
Internet Information Server (IIS) is chosen as CyberC web server because it is 
easy to install and user-friendly rather than Apache which have complex configuration. 
Therefore, the time that needs to configure and manage IIS is shorter than Apache. 
Since Microsoft Windows XP will be used as the platform for developing CyberC 
and ASP.NET will be chosen as the server-side scripting language, IIS is the best choice. 
IIS is included in Microsoft Windows XP as optional function that leads to easily 
configurable on Windows XP besides includes a broad range of administrative features 
for managing Web sites and Web server. With programmatic features like ASP.NET, 
flexible Web applications can be create. 
4.6.6 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Microsoft Access XP is chosen as the database management system. This version 
is chosen because it suits to run under Microsoft Windows XP which chosen as operating 
system for CyberC's development. 
The main reason choosing Microsoft Access as CyberC database management 
system because it is suitable for use with medium sized databases which it only used to 
store users information, exercises answers and forum that posted. 
Microsoft Access XP is powerful and easy to use. It can design the database 
quickly due to its user-friendly interface. This can reduces the time needed to develop the 










4.6 INFORMATION GATHERING METHODS 
Collecting information from various sources is necessary to seek further 
understanding towards this proposed system. The information collected assist in system 
analysis and requirements analysis. Several techniques have been adopted in order to 
elicit all the information required such as Internet surfing, referring to printed documents, 
analyzing pass year's thesis, analyzing existing systems, discussion with lecturer and 
questionnaires distribution. 
a) Internet Surfing 
Internet surfing is the major source for fact finding in the development of 
CyberC. It is due to its high speed, convenience and up to date information. 
Needed information about C programming can easily be access by search engine 
and there is a lot of information available from different sources. Besides that ' 
uncertainty question can be questioned and discuss over the internet friends in a 
forum. Indirectly, opinions can be obtained from people all over the world. 
Information on existing C programming learning package is collected from the 
World Wide Web as well. 
b) Printed Documents 
Reference books that from the University Malaya's main library provide 
ample information for clear understanding about the concept of development tool 











c) Pass Years Thesis 
Several pass year theses documentations had been studied to get a better 
idea on software development skills. Besides that, it provides a guideline in 
producing CyberC report. Those theses are reached from the Faculty of Computer 
Science and Information Technology, University Malaya's documentation room. 
d) Analyzing Existing Systems 
Observing the existing systems can generate ideas that help in CyberC 
development. However, most existing systems available on the Internet such as 
"GurukulOnline" and "MindLeader" require payment in order to use the system. 
Only demo systems can be view without any charges. Therefore, only a small part 
of the existing system can be accessed. Existing systems such as "C Programming 
Tutorial System" that can be viewed without any payment in the internet are 
usually in plain text without much multimedia elements. 
e) Discussion with Supervisor 
Useful advices had been given for each conversation conducted with 
supervisor of project via personal meetings or emails. Theses format had been 










f) Questionnaires distributions 
A survey conduct through questionnaires is carried out to collect 
information and opinions from respondents. The questionnaire is distributed to 
respondents, who can then complete the questionnaire on their own time. 
Questionnaires allow collected facts from a large number of people while 
maintaining uniform responses. Fixed-format questionnaire is used to conduct the 
survey. The respondent is given several answer to the given questions and they 












4.7 SYSTEM DESIGN 
System design focuses on the technical or implementation concerns of the system. 
It is a process of transforming the problems into a solution and referred as the description 
of a solution. The description of a system may change during the system development life 
cycle since the nature of the solution may change as the solution is described or 
implemented. During the design phase of CyberC, the features and components of the 
system are specified. 
The development of the CyberC is done using a prototype approach and it i a 
client-server application. The prototype approach all w all r part of the y tern t e 
constructed quickly to understand and clarify some is ue . Be. ides that it en ur that th" 
requirements could be reduced in the d velopment. [4 ] 
4.8 DATABASE DESIGN 
The database for CyberC is used to tore the u er inf rmation f rum that p t d 
reply to forum, answer of the exerci e and r ult f th that tak n b 
Besides that, it also stores user comment about CyberC for Cyb rC nhan m nt 
purposes. 
4.8.1 DATA 01 TIONARY 
a) Table Name 
cscripti n 
: Userma ter 
: This table , t re. the I gin inf rmati n f u ers for validation of 










Column Name Data Type Length Description 
UserID Text 8 - 10 Identification of the user in CyberC 
Password Text 8 - 10 Password to validate logging in 
Name Text 50 Full name of the users 
Access Rights Text 5 To determine whether l 
admini trator or u ers 
Isbanned Number 1 To determine the authorize to 
logging t the y tern 
Email Text 50 mail of the u ers 
Country Text 50 Country f the u r 
Gender Text 50 Gend r of the u er 
Age Text 50 Ag of the u r 
Education Text 50 Education level f th u r 
Date Register Date I Time 17 The date and tim the u r r i t r 
Table 4.3: User Login Table 
b) Table Name 
Description 
: Exerci e 
: To tore the an wer for each que tion of the exercises in CyberC. 
Text 
25000 
pecial ID for the 
M'mO 
50 










Answer A Text 50 To store the option for an answer if 
question is objective 
Answer B Text 50 To store the option for an answer if - 
question is objective 
Answer C Text 50 To store the option for an answer if - 
question is objective 
Answer D Text 50 To store the option for an an wer if 
que tion is objectiv 
Answer E Text 50 To tore the opti n f r an answ r if 
que tion i obj ctiv 
Table 4.4: Exercise Table 
c) Table Name : ViewTopic 
Description : To store the topic available in the forum 
Column Name Data Type Length Description 
TopiclD AutoNumb r 50 To tore the pecial ID f r f rum 
Name Text 50 The topic of the forum name 









d) Table Name 
Description 
: Thread 
: To store the thread for each topic in the forum 
Column Name Data Type Length Description 
ThreadID AutoNumber 50 To store the special ID for thread 
Name Text 50 The name of the thread 
TopiclD Number 50 The special number of the topic 
Table 4.6 : Forum's thread table 
e) Table Name 
Description 
: Me sage 
: To store the message po ting to the forum 
Column Name Data Type Length Description 
Messages ID AutoNumber 50 Auto-g n ration of numb r 
Subject Text 50 Subject of th rn aa 
Message Text 25000 To store th an wer p t d t f rum 
Author Text 8 -10 Id ntifi ation fth u er 
Thread[D Text 50 To tore the thread p cial ID 
Posted Dateffime 17 To tore the date the reply is posted 
Table 4.8: Posted forum table 









t) Table Name 
Description 
: Guestbook 
: To store the comments from the users for CyberC. 
Column Name Data Type Length Description 
Entry ID Number 50 The auto-generation of number 
User Name Text 8 -10 To store the nick name of the u er 
Comments Memo 100 To store the comment provided 
Email Text 50 Email of the user 
TimeSign Date{fime 17 To store the date the comment l 
i ted 
Status Number 1 T tore the tatus f rnmcnt 
appr val 










4.8.2 ENTITY RELATIONSHIP (ER) DIAGRAM 
Entity Relationship Diagram used organize and document CyberC's data. The 
following diagram represents the CyberC database relationship. 
QUd) QoAdl) QUd) QUd) 
Question Question Question Question 
Answer! An-I Answer! Answer I 
AnswerZ Ans_.2 Answer2 An-2 
Answer3 An-3 Answer3 Answer3 
An<wer4 Answer'! AnswDM An.- 
public I l)lilllcl public! p.blicl 
DateCreete D&een..te oateereate DeteCroate 
·~· ,, ... .', 
QoAdl) ~ 
Question QueStion 

















Figure 4.1 CyberC ER-Diagram 
4.9 PROGRAM DESIGN 
System functionality design is based on the system requirements stated in System 
Analysis. It translates the system requirements into system functionality. This design 
focuses on the system structure design, flow charts and data flow design . yberC is 
divided into two categories which are administrator and users. Figure 4.1 shows the 










-~~~ Cyber C = ~-·· 
Administrator User 
Lessons Exercises References FoNm 
•Add • View • View •View •View • Post 
• Delete • Delete Comments • Practice • View 
• Update • Configure • Generate 




Chart 4.1 Structure Chart of CyberC 
i) Administrator plays the role in database maintenance such as add exercises, delete 
forum that not relevant and out of scope, update lessons and view comments from 
users about CyberC. 
ii) Users can view lessons, practice exercises, view references about programming 
language, post and view forum and sign guest book. 
4.9.1 FLOW CHARTS 
Flows Chart determines the sequences of process in CyberC. Figure 4.2 shows the 

























Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of data processes 
throughout CyberC. DFD graphically depicts the overview of the system inputs, 
processes and outputs of the system. 
Component Description 
Data Flow 
~ Represent the flow of data or information for one 
Data object ore another 
~ 
~ ~ Arrow denotes the direction of data flow 
).> Each data flow is labeled with the name or details of 
the information represented. 
Data Store 
).> Hold data for a time within the system 
I Comprise 2 sections: ~ I oatastoret ~ Identifier information • 
• Description of the data stored 
I 
Entity 
I Entity ).> Any object \s in the real world, for example person 
Process 
....... ).- Transform the input data to output data 
5.1 
Process1 y Represented by a rounded rectangle shape 










a) The Context Level Diagram of CyberC 
User Status 
Forum Approved 
Choice of Lessons 





Choice of References 
Forum Posting 
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b) The Data Flow Diagram of User Login Module 
5.3 Corresponding Quostlon's 5.4 Answers 
UserName 
Request Display Quiz 
Check Marks •nd ExerclM'• answer nd 





02 Quiz Result 
5.5 
Generate 
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Result 
Result Display 










4.10 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
User interface design describes how software communications with human user 
who uses it. It provides an effective communication medium between a human and a 
computer in order to get user's input to produce desired output. 
As interfaces stand as the representation of a system, the designed input form , 
screens and interactive buttons must produce the following feature : 
a) Effectiveness 
All the exercises, games and fill-in forms will m et the y tern' bj ctive by 
serving specific purpose in CyberC. 
b) Accuracy 
Accuracy refers to de ign that produce pr per 
correctnes of data 
C) Simplicity and attractiveness 
Simplicity refers to preserve same de igns purpo ely un lutt red in a mann r that 
mpl ti n and it n urcs 











Welcome to Cyber C• 
Th is is where yo 
make C moves ..... 










4.11 Chapter Summary 
This chapter clearly stated the functional and non-functional requirements of 
CyberC in order to build an operable and successful system. The justification of which 
software and hardware to use is also elaborated in great detailed. It also takes into 
account the information collection techniques that has been used during the 
documentation of the system 
Besides that, it also describes in detail how CyberC will meet the requirement 
identified during analy is pha e. The CyberC databa de ign de crib the databa e 
schema. All the related fields for the CyberC are being identified and defined. inally th 
program design is being decomposed into mailer identifiable ub y tem. The R- 
Diagram and Data Flow Diagram of CyberC are er ated. The R-Diagram u 'd t m de! 
the ystem raw data before the creation of Data Flow Diagram. The D 





















CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will explain the coding methods, techniques, important scripts 
involved in the development or implementation of CyberC as well as the functions or 
effects that are produced by these methods or scripts. 
System Implementation is a phase that reviews the specification of the y tern 
requirements and then transforms it into an operational y tern through coding and 
animations. It integrates the designed modules or function to develop a y tern ba ed on 
the given requirements. It include system development envir nment program c ding 
and animation and database development. In order to achiev that appr priat t ls and 
languages are required to be chosen in a careful manner t av id wa ta 
cost. 










5.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
Development environment has certain impacts on the development of a system. 
Choosing the suitable tool could speed up system development. 
5.2.1 DEVELOPMENT TOOL 
Tools used for development include: 
a. Operating System 
b. Application Environment 
c. Web Server 
d. Program Coding 
e. Animation Generation 
f. Database Development 
g. Graphic creation 
h. Web development 
5.2.1.1 OPERATING SYSTEM 
: Microsoft Window XP 
: Micro oft Vi ual Studio.NET 
: Micros ft internet erver 5. l 
: ASP.NET 
: Macromedia la h M 
: Micro oft A e 0 0 
: Adobe Photo hop 7.0 
: Micro oft Dreamwea er M 
Microsoft Windows XP i used to initial the development when u ing Microsoft 
Visual Studi .N T and Macrornedia la h MX. 
5.2.1.2 APPLI ATION ENVIRONM NT 










5.2.1.3 WEB SERVER 
Microsoft Internet Information Services is chosen because it supports the 
execution of client and server side programming. 
5.2.1.4 PROGRAM CODING 
ASP.NET is used to build the platform of CyberC. Within thi platform, HTML 
code, ADO.NET and scripting language are integrated with ASP.NET 
5.2.1.5 ANIMTATION GENERATION 
Macromedia Flash MX is u ed to develop the animation file within ber . It 
used with ActionScript to enhance the animati n. It u ed t d cl pm nt th· 
introduction page of CyberC, lesson ection and h w t u e Mi r ft Yi ual 
C++ section. 
5.2.1.6 DATABASE DEVELOPMENT TOOL 
Microsoft Acces 2000 is chosen to build the databa e tructur for C b rC. It i 
used to tore the u er ' information, vi w and edit table er at d in the database. 
5.2.l.7 GRAPHIC CREATION TOOL 
Adobe Ph toshop 7.0 i u ed t create graphic needed in the CyberC. Besides that, 










5.2.1.8 WEB DEVELOPMENT TOOL 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX is used to develop CyberC interface. HTML and 
JavaScript is used in Macromedia Dreamweaver to create Web behaviors. 
5.3 ANIMATION AND MULTIMEDIA APPROACHES 
Animation contains in CyberC is created u ing Macromedia Fla h MX. 
Macromedia Flash MX is the professional standard authoring tool for producing high- 
impact Web experiences. It provide a lot of flexibility in er ating animation. 
5.3.1 ANIMATION CREATION 
The graphics created in Macromedia Fla h MX ar ct r graphi . M t [ the 
object and graphic that used in the animation for Cyber are er ated in la h M its ilf 
using the authoring tool provided. Only certain graphic lik r en h t image are edited 
using Adobe Photos hop 7 .0 then imported into flash. 
The animation is done on eparate layer before it i b ing br up t geth r t f rm a 
meaningful object. A group of layer form either a movi clip or part of th m lip. 
Those Layer con ist keyframe that move along with the timeline. A keyframe is a 
frame, which defines a chang in an animation .Th order in which frames and keyframes 
appear in the Timeline determines the rder in which they are di played in the movie. 
The keyfrarnes is arran ed in the Timeline t edit the equence of events in the movie. 
raggin a key frame in the Tirnclinc can chan e the length fan animation. Figure 5.1 is 
a part f Tirnclinc in ybcr intr ducti n page and igurc 5.2 i · part f the animati n 
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Figure 5.1 Screenshot ofTimeline in CyberC introduction page 











The animation created is used with ActionScript to enhance the animation. 
ActionScript plays its role in control the behaviors of the elements or object in Flash. 
ActionScript is the scripting language of Macromedia Flash MX. It behaves in telling 
-what Flash have to do and to ask Flash what is happening as a movie runs. This leads to 
interactive movies creation. 
Frame actions are used to modify the movie flow. To make a movie perform an 
action when the playhead reaches a frame in the Timeline, a frame action is assigned to it. 
'For an example, to move from frame l 0 to 20, an action will assign to the frame 10, 
which is gotoAndP/ay (20); 
5.3.3 BUTTON CREATION 
Buttons created in flash is used to control the movie flow. The button function i 
creating using ActionScript. To make the movie perform an action when a button is 
clicked or rolled over, an action is assigned to the button. 
Figure 5.3 shows an example of button created in Flash and used in CyberC lessons 
section. 










5.3.4 LOAD SOUND INTO MOVIE 
Sounds are imported into flash and edited usmg the sound-editing controls 
provide in Flash MX. After editing the sound to the desired result, it is loaded into 
the movie dynamically using ActionScript. Besides that, sounds are added to 
buttons to make them more interactive. 
5.3.5 QUIZZES CREATION 
Ouizze in the lesson ection are created u ing Fla h. It i loaded randomly from 
a text file u ing ActionScript into the movie. It i allinz fr m a te: t file rather 
than write the cript traight away in the la, h i t in rca the rnaintaina ility. 
This means new quizzes an be add d int the text file a ily rath 'r than int the 
Fla h using ActionScript for u r wh ar n t a Fla h ' 'P .rtis '. 
5.3.6 PUBLISH THE FLASH 
Fla h documents, which have th .fla fil enam ntain all the 
information required to develop and d ign the int racti content include the 
timeline of the animation. Fla h document are not the movies the Flash Player 
display . In tead, FLA documents will be publishing as Flash movies, which have 
the . wf filename exten i n and contain only the information needed to display 










5.4 CODING APPROACH 
CyberC was developed modularly, mainly by using the bottom-up approach. This 
approach develops functions and procedures before proceeding to the higher-level 
modules. 
5.5 CODING PRINCIPLE 
Several programming principles are applied in the coding the program t en ure 
the system consistency, maintainability and readability. 
• 
Indenting, formatting and commenting th 
program code readability. 
U ing a variable naming conv r i n n i t sntl 
con i tency and maintainability. 
de help t 111 rea e the • 










5.6 DEVELOPMENT OF CYBERC 
Most of the codes in CyberC are HTML tags, ASP .NET Scripts and Visual 
Studio.NET programming codes. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is used o 
create the user interface and design for the system. Besides that, JavaScript is 
used to handle interactive effects in CyberC. In order to make the web pages more 
dynamically as well as to proce s or execute the request from the user and 
validation of user input, ASP.NET is the cript that used mo tly in CyberC. 
The main functions produced by ASP.NET ript ar a follow : 
• Store the temporary inf rrnati n f a for an example t ring a 
UserlD in a e ion variable t keep tra k whi h u er is si nin :r in at that 
time and provide a dynarni page that ater f r that u r. 
• Enables authorized and regi ter d us r t , ubrnit input inf rrnation I r 
storage, for an example, t ring me, acre p , t d in f rum in databa e. 
• Enables user to work on qu tion nline and 0 itting their qucs tion mark 
automatically. 
• Enable admin to view and manage u er forum and gue tbook sections in 
CyberC. 
• To retrieve the data from the database and display the information in the 
ta le f rm. r example view guestbook and forum sections. 
• nables u er, change their pa word and verify their current password 
before changin the pa. w rd. 
• nables users t rnmunicate with ad in and tell their friends re ardin 










5.6.1 FORM CREATION 
Forms are created using HTML for users to input and pass the data to the server. 
In the Registration Module, users are allowed to register themselves using form. 
The forms are done using HTML's form tag because HTML form can hold the 
data of the user and pass it to the ASP.NET code to process them. 
5.6.2 PROCESSING OF FORM USING ASP.NET 
After designing and creating form for the user to enter the input, the next stage is 
to insert ASP.NET code inside the processing page so that the data entered can be 
processed by the server and updated in the database. Figure 5.4 shows how the 
form is processed. 
sql ="SELECT* from Usermaster WHERE U erID • '" & 
Request. Forro ( "TextBoxl") . ToStrin () "'" 
Dim objCororoand As New OleDbCororoand(sql, conn) 
Dim objDataReader As OleDbDataRead r 
objDataReader = objCororoand.ExecuteReade () 
If objDataReader.Read() =True Then 
MsgError.Text =" -- The username already exist, please 
choose another one -- " 
TextBoxl.Text = "" 
Else 
objDataReader.Close() 
cmd =New OleDbCororoand("INSERT INTO Usermaster(UserID, 
PassW, Name, Email, Country, Gender, Age, 
Education, AccessRights,Isbanned, DateRegister) 
VALUES ( '" + TextBoxl. Text + "', '" + TextBox2. Text 
~ "', '" + TextBox4.Text + ''', '" + TextBoxS.Text + 
"', '" + DropDownList2. SelectedValue + "', '" + 
DropDownList4.SelectedValue + "', '" + 
DropDownListl.SelectedValue + "','" + 
OropDownList3.SelectedValue + "',0,0, Now)", conn) 
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery() 











Debugging is an activity to trace and fix errors in the system with minimum time 
required. In Visual Studio.NET, the process of debugging starts by pressing F5. 
The errors types detected by Visual Studio.NET include compiler error, run-time 
error and logic error. Besides that, the coding can be trace line by line by pressing 
Fl 1. Figure 5.5 shows the output of the debugging process . 
• 
Output c -.· -:.- "'·' ·~.::-'··~•••-- .-.-.~ .. :-~:.··.,~-.-.::~_.';;;--::.~·;,;'.~ 
Build 
Preparinq resources . 
Updating reference~ . 
Pertorminq main co111.pilation . 
Building satellite as£emblies . 
----------------------Done---------------------- 
Build: l succeeded, 0 tail d, O skipped 
Figure 5.5 Output of the debugging proces 
5.8 SUMMARY 
This chapter stated the System Implementation in yberC from the er ation of 
animation to the used of form for user input using ASP.NET in the back end. The 
development flow of CyberC is well layout in this chapter. Each and every 





















CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM TESTING 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Testing is a processed of verification and validation of a system. It is the major 
quality control measure during prototyping. When a system is coming in its way, it is 
always important for developer to conduct various tests on it. The rea on testing are done 
is because it needs to be well presentable to the users. Testing of y tern is uppo ed to 
be conducted at various stage of the development proce . 
Testing not only mean to clear off bug and din rr r but al t en ure the 
system is able to fulfill all the requirement pecified. Theref re thr uzh te tin a 











6.2 TYPES OF TESTING 
Testing can be classified into various categories. In the development of CyberC, 








Figure 6.1 Testing Process 
6.3 UNIT TESING 
Unit testing concentrates on the smallest unit of software design. Each component 
is treated as a stand-alone entity and tested individually to ensure that they operate 
" correctly. 
At the beginning of the development, test data is loaded into the database in order 
to allow tests to be conducted. This test data include mock data that is input into the 










Once the test data is successfully loaded, unit testing is conducted at the lowest operating 
level. At these basic units, testing is run to ensure that they operate correctly. These 
components include functions and subroutines. All these are tested independently on 
itself. 
6.4 MODULE TESTING 
A module is a collection of components, which are interdependent. It is omehow 
a stage higher than the unit testing. It tests the combination of everal unit . The module 
by itself still cannot represent the while sy tem but it offer one of the man features 
among those on CyberC. The following section discusse som of the m dule te ting in 
detail. 
a) Login Module 
t, Login as user who has registered with the correct login ID and pa w r . 
The user then is allowed to access lessons, interactive exerci 
question to the forum and change their pa word. 
11. Login as administrator 
The administrator will be allowed to manage the u er information add new 
a ailable p t 
Lil. 
administrator, manage gue tbook that po ted to CyberC and manage messages 
and add topic to forum, adding que ti n f re er i. e and change their pa sword. 
Login as user or administrator with either incorrect I gin l r pa word. 
The pro zrarn will alert the user with invalid I in. The u: er i given addition 










b) Registration Module 
1. The program will check and validate every required fields of the form whether 
the user has filled it. 
u. The program will not proceed to process the user registration unless the form 
is completed and validated. 
111. The program will check whether other user has registered the login ID that 
new user wants to register. If it so, it will prompt the user with a notification 
of fail registration and ask the user to re-register again. 
iv, If the registration is successful, it will automatically proc ed to th main 
content of CyberC 
c) Guestbook Module 
Any user who wants to send feedback form regarding Cyber ha t fill in the 
comment field. A message will be prompt the u er to fill in the fi ld. 
6.5 INTEGRATION TESTING 
When the integration testing is conducted it involves te t on numerou module 
that had been integrated to formulate entire system. U ually modules that tested to 
be correct during the modules testing may not appear to be correct after it is 
integrated. This is because nee integration i executed; modules may face 
variables r constant collision. uch Iii, i n will cau e program to report errors 
nee it is integrated. /\ g d keynarnes rganizati n i es ential to avoid this 









6.6 SYSTEM TESTING 
Integrated systems are integrated to obtain the entire system. System testing is 
concerned with finding errors, which result from unanticipated interaction 
between modules and system components. It is also concerned with ensuring that 
the system meets its functional and non-functional requirements. System testing 
verifies that elements are functioning properly, and the overall system 
performance and objectives are achieved. 
System testing itself can be divided into few more ports that are like: 
a) Performance Test 
Performance test is conducted to detect the runtime error . Performance 
test not only test on the scripting and cod in but it al, I t n the 
system's hardware performance and stability. 
b) Endurance Test 
Endurance test is conducted to test whether the y tern can handl a large 
amount of data in the database. Thi include th loading tim wh n th 
data are retrieved from the databa e. 
c) Usability Test 
Usability test refers to the completene of the ystern and it fulfillment 
toward the functionalitie specified during the proposal of the system. 
This includes comparing the feature pr vided within the system and the 











Chapter 6 documented the system's testing methods approached used. All the 
tests selected and conducted are recorded within this chapter. These entire tests 





















CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM EVALUATION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
System evaluation is considered as the last phase of system development life 
cycle. Much problems and errors were detected and corrected since the beginning of 
CyberC development. Throughout this chapter, all the problems face will be revealed and 
discussed. Evaluations and comments on the system will also be highlighted in order to 
identify the strengths and limitations. From here as well, the necessity for future 










7.2 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 
a) Lack of Knowledge in Web Development 
This problem is significantly proven as major as CyberC is developed all round as a 
web- based system. Therefore, in order to equip myself with more knowledge on web 
development, there are a few options that I decided to do. First of all, I surfed through 
the Internet to expand my knowledge on web development. Experts forum and 
discussion were ransacked and dug to get more information towards developing an 
ideal web- based e- learning system. Besides that, I also browsed thr ugh the 
collection of books in the library to know more about thi i ue. Suitable web 
programming languages were studied in detail to understand it tr ngth and 
limitations as well as its level of contribute towards th future f yber . he nc rt 
option that I sought is getting advice from the upervi or. 
II 
b) Working Out an Interesting User Interface 
As CyberC is an e- tutoring system, it is e ential to create a u r int rfa that will 
attract users as well as building the curiosity feeling in them. Elem nt of th u r 
interface must be interactive and re pon ive. Thi include re pond ven wh n u r 
roll the mouse over images, buttons link ct cetera. Be ide that the color 
management also requires ample of effort and concentration. Different colors will 
provide different kind of effect to the page. U ers' m od f learning will drastically 
be affected if the wr n c tor is picked. In rdcr t create a great u er interface for 










interface. Similarities are recorded and outstanding features found are also recorded. 
From these records, decisions on choices for user interface can be finalized. 
c) Time Constraint 
The development duration for CyberC is rather short. Besides that, the development 
period also comes together within a study emester. Therefore there is a need to 
juggle the time spent on each activity. A smart time management and planning is 
required to accommodate all these activities. As lack of knowledge and experience 
were mentioned in one of the points above, time ha to be spent to actually quip 









7.3 EVALUATION BY ENDUSERS 
In the process of completing the CyberC system, numerous users were invited to try 
out the system as well as conducting acceptance test on it. Users selected to be involved 
in this test are first year students from Engineering Faculty, University of Malaya whom 
are taking C programming subject currently. Comments and critics from these users are 
evaluated and reconsidered before the system is considered as complete. These comment 
are obtained after they have try out each and every part of the y tern. From the 
evaluations of the system users, it can be concluded that they are atisfied with the ystem 
and its functionalities. 
7.4 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
Below are the strengths of CyberC: - 
a) Interactive Learning Experience for Users 
Users of CyberC will be offered with interactive learning experience thr ugh ut the 
usage of CyberC. They will be able to enjoy then fun and thrill of learning in a 
whole new style. 
b) Availability to Every Corner of The World. 
As CyberC is a web- based system, it i. always available l users fr m all ver the 










c) Simple and User- Friendly Interfaces 
The interface of the system is simple and easy to use. The system provides an 
interesting and easy to navigate layout. Precise guidance such as tool tips are also 
given to guide the users. 
d) Management of Users 
CyberC allows administrators of the system to actually have much control over the 
users of the system. Administrators can add in new questions and quizzes filter the 
signing of guest books and forum postings. 
e) Mailing Services 
Users of the system can send in emails to the administrators for technical upp rt 
bugs reporting and so forth. Besides that, users can also send emails from the sy t m 
to tell their friends about the system. 
t) Random Generation of Questions in Exercises and Quizzes 
Questions are loaded randomly from the databa e to avoid u r from feeling dull and 
boring. Such random questions will provide them new challenge every time they 










7.5 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
a) Allows Addition Of New Lessons 
As part of the enhancement of the system, the administrator should be allowed to add 
in new lessons and chapters easily. Currently the system only allows the addition of 
new questions for that particular chapter but not a whole new chapter. 
b) Downloading of Lessons for Oftline Viewing 
In the future, the users should be allowed to download the les on file to their 












7.6 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
From the development of CyberC, the knowledge and experience gained are very 
invaluable. Knowledge and experience on web development as well as web programming 
was very much practiced throughout this duration of time. Besides that, problem solving 
and decision-making skills are also developed within myself. 
Aside from the knowledge and skills mentioned above, independency was also 
developed from these few months of developing CyberC. 
7.7 CONCLUSION 
As a summary, CyberC has manage to accomplished the specified y tern 
objectives and fulfilled all the requirements stated regardless of whether it is functional r 
non- functional. The knowledge garnered will be extremely useful for futur u age on th 
career world. Time used to master languages like ASP.NET, VB.NET HTML 
JavaScript and more will not be a waste, as these languages are very highly d mand d ut 
there. The application of knowledge learnt from subjects taught throughout the e 3 year 
in Bachelor of Computer Science is also contributed in the proce s of CyberC 
development. 
CyberC has been fully tested and is a reliable sy: tern. ach and every procedure 
selected including those for software engineering concepts, prin iple: technique are 
picked after thorough studies on it, Its suitability is analyzed before it i, decided t be 
used. All these experience gained will be especially useful in the future inv lvemcnt f 
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CHAPTER!: HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
1.1 Hardware Requirements: 
Intel Pentium 200MHz processor or equivalent processor running 
Windows 98, Windows ME, Windows NT, Windows 2000 or Windows XP 
32 MB RAM (128 MB is recommended) 
20 MB of available disk space 
Internet Connection 
A 16-bit color monitor capable of 1024 x 768 resolutions 
1.2 Software Requirements: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.4, Netscape Navigator 4.5 or later 











CHAPTER 2: NAVIGATING MAP OF CYBERC 
Introduction to CyberC 


























CHAPTER 3: STARTING CYBERC 
To start CyberC, users need to start their web browser, which is Internet Explorer. Then 
users need to type the website address and press Enter. CyberC is access through intranet 
at http://computemame/cyberc/default.aspx where the computemame is the web server IP 
address that CyberC located. CyberC rs access through internet at 
www.europematrix.cyberc/default.aspx 
Then, the web browser will load the default page of CyberC which is an animation 
introduction of CyberC. This gives users an overall idea about what CyberC is. Users 
may click on skip button which locate at the bottom right of the screen to skip this 
introductio~ part and proceed to the main page of CyberC else it will automatically 










CHAPTER 4: USING CYBERC FOR USER 
4.1 MAIN PAGE 
The screen shot below shows the main page ofCyberC. 
When users enter this main page, existing users may sign in to CyberC to proceed 
to the Content Page of CyberC else new users need to register before enable to 











Basically, the left frame of this screen is the mam menu of this mam page. 
For New User click 
here to register to 
CyberC 
Click here to look at 
the Syllabus 
provided in CyberC 




This part is used by 
the registered users 
to sign in to the 
Content Page of 
CyberC 
--.i This is to proceed 
back to the Main 
An Introduction to 
C Programming 
Sign the CyberC --.i and drop comment 
about CyberC here. 
Tell your friend 












To sign in to CyberC, users need to enter their usemame and password. Then 
click on Login button to allow the system to process the verification. If the 
usemame and password match, it will proceed to the Content Page of CyberC else 
it will prompt will a message of "invalid login" and users heed to enter their 
correct usemame and password again. 
4.3 NEW USER REGISTRATION: 
Click on "Register" button at the left frame of the screen. Then a registration form 
will appear at the right frame of the screen as shown below. 
All the fields marks with * must be filled up. If any of the required fie]ds left 
blank, a message wil1 be prompt to inform the users to fill in the regarding field. 
After filled up all the fields needed, click on Submit button and it will 









4.4 CONTENT PAGE 
This the content page of CyberC which users able to browse through the lesson, 
Exercises, Labs, Forum, Sign and View Guest book, expose to how to use 
Microsoft Visual C++ in step by step, email administrator, tell friends about 
CyberC and can change their password. If the users want to log off from CyberC, 












Click on Lessons button to start the lessons in CyberC. 
To navigate through the lessons that contain in it, click on the six buttons that 
located at the top left of the screen. 
Besides that, if u reach a screen to start quiz, click on the start quiz button to tart 
doing your quiz, your result and time u 'Cd to do the quiz will be displayed after 










questions. To navigate through this lessons page, user may move over the menu 
above the on and off sound to proceed to the other page. 
4.4.2 EXERCISES 
Exercises are loaded randomly from the database every time users refresh the 
page. Users can check for the correct answer by clicking the check answer button 












Labs are divided into lessons. This means every lesson contains a lab section. 
Click on lab at the left frame and choose the desired lab. 
Lab Questions Lesson J: 
Write a program that receives two integer input from user. make comparison and ream either 
''xis larger than y', ''y is larger than x" or"x and y are of same value". 
Answer Question 1 Download Output Qutsllon 1 
Write a program for a main menu which allows the user to select from three choices; 
1 for Addition problems 
2 for Subtractl on problems 
3 to Quit program. 
If the user keys an invalid choice. an error message should be given .. then the menu appears again. If 1 or 2 ere cl 
appropriate function are called. then tho main menu appears again. Write stubs (one or two statements on~) lnsto 
functions for the addition/ subtraction problems; eg. of stub: 
void addition() 
{ 
printt(" ... Addition problems section ... In"); 
} 
Every single lab question has three buttons. 
• Click Attempt button to do lab question with the DJGPP compiler. Type in 
the codes in the text areas provided and click compile button to compile 
the coding typed. Users wilJ be prompted with errors else users will be 
prompted to save or open the output of the coding which is the executable 
file for the coding. 
• Users can click the middle button to view the answer of the question or 
download the output of the question to see output. 
• For the downloading the output, click save to save the file to the computer 











The forum contains of topics regarding C programming. Users need to click on 
the suitable topic to post their messages and browse through the right topic to look 
for the desired information. For an example, want to look for if statement 












This is the screen shot of Control Structure's Thread. 
So click "if' to see the messages contains in the "if' thread besides posting 
messages to this thread. 
The screenshot below shows that messages available in the "if' thread. Fill in the 










4.4.5 SIGN OUT 











CHAPTER 5: USING CYBERC FOR ADMINISTRATOR 
5.1 ADMINISTRATORPAGE 
After login from the main page of CyberC, administrator will be diverted to the 
Administration page. Administrator is allowed to manage the members of 
CyberC, add new administrator, manage guestbook sign by CyberC's users, add 
topics in the forum and add questions to the exercises. 
Adm1nistrat1on 











5.2 MANAGE GUESTBOOK 
To update the information in the guestbook and make the guestbook public to 
user or private to user, click the edit button and the data can be updated. Click 











5.3 ADD EXERCISES QUESTION 
Add Exe1 cise s 
I·- 
f __ -- 
Exercises question can be added into the database by administrator. Click the 
Manage Exercises and choose add exercise. Fill in the form with question and 
possible answers which is wanted to be added into the exercises section. Clicks 
submit after filJed in all the required fields to add the question to database. 
5.4 EXIT 
Click sign out at the bottom left of the screen to sign out and exit from CyberC. 
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